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Abstract
.
For the past decade global honey bee (Apis mellifera) colony losses have been above the average trend,
while the benefit of honey bee pollination to worldwide agriculture is increasingly recognised. Honey
bees are the primary pollinator for many food crops, leading to concern about agricultural productivity
and world food security. This thesis examines the effects of the disease Nosema ceranae on a honey
bee colony’s health and longevity, and how it can work in conjunction with other factors to cause the
rapid depopulation of a hive. Three models are presented which explore different methods of simulating
colony failure events. Two differential equation models with a susceptible-infected (SI) structure show
that the interaction of infection with a colony’s social dynamics can create detrimental imbalances in
the population structure. In particular modelling food and an age parameter for the colony’s foragers is
vital for simulating rapid colony failures during summertime. The model suggests that the level of N.
ceranae infection is sensitive to the health of the colony’s foragers. In simulations a moderate increase
in the mortality rate of the foragers can slow the transmission of the disease within the hive. The third
simulation model, a discrete model, expands on the analysis of the colony’s social structure by including
a full age distribution for the colony. Low food and young foragers create a feedback loop that causes
the abandonment of the hive by the majority of the adult bees and a colony collapse. The model also
suggests that N. ceranae infections are driven by infected hive bees aged around 10 days old.
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Introduction

Honey bee colony losses in North America and Europe have been significantly higher than the average
trend over the past twelve years [16, 80]. At the same time the economic benefit of honey bees to global
agriculture is being increasingly recognised [5, 60, 121]. Honey bees are farmed for their production of
honey and other edible and medicinal products, but their true value is as pollinators. Eighty-seven of the
top 115 global food crops are dependent on animal pollination [62], and honey bees are the most prevalent animal pollinator. In the United States there is a large industry that provides honey bee colonies as
temporary pollinators in farms during spring and summer, which increases the quality and yield of crops
[60]. The value of honey bee pollination to agriculture was estimated to be between US$235 and US$577
billion per year in 2018 [33], and in Australia at up to $6 billion per year in 2008 [93]. No staple grain
crops such as wheat or barley are dependent on animal pollination, but there is concern that the growth of
pollinator-dependent crops is outstripping the growth of global pollinator populations [3, 4]. Aside from
global trends specific industries that are heavily reliant on bee pollination, such as the cultivation of almonds and apples in the United States, are vulnerable to local variations in the honey bee population [56].
Various causes for the high losses have been proposed. New or local diseases that are spread globally
through human trade and activity could expose bee species to new pathogens. The Varroa destructor
mite, which infests bee hives and can spread a variety of viruses between bees, has been implicated in
many collapsed hives and has a global presence [80]. Australia is the only continent that is believed to be
varroa-free [1]. The spore-based parasite Nosema ceranae was identified in western honey bees around
the time of onset of high colony losses, and is the focus of this thesis. Since its identification in 2008
it was found to be a global endemic disease of honey bee colonies [61]. A number of diseases such as
viruses (acute bee paralysis virus, deformed wing virus), diseases of the brood (chalkbrood, American
foulbrood), and pests (tracheal mites, small hive beetles) also afflict honey bee populations. Apart from
diseases, the use of pesticides on crops that bees pollinate has been linked to colony failures, particularly
the neonicotinoid class of insecticides. Commercial pollinator colonies are subject to stress due to long
distance transport and overcrowding in apiaries [81]. They also experience a lack of plant variety, genetic
homogeneity and artificial diet which may play a role in colony losses [107, 109]. Additionally, some failed
colonies in North America and Europe have exhibited similar symptoms and these have collectively been
named Colony Collapse Disorder (CCD) [23, 90]. Most failed hives are found with dead bees, brood or
queen inside or signs of infection by parasites. In contrast the atypical symptoms of CCD include the
apparent abandonment of a hive by the majority of the adult bees, despite in many cases food remaining
and the queen bee still healthy [90]. Determining the cause of the colony’s failure is difficult as few or
no dead bees are found in or around the hive to analyse [116]. Similar syndromes to CCD have been
observed in past decades, suggesting the symptoms of CCD are not unique and periodically afflict honey
bees [17, 119]. Only a subset of the colonies lost over the past twelve years have exhibited symptoms of
CCD [23], but the mechanisms by which bees abandon the hive in CCD remain an active area of study.
Western honey bee colonies contain tens of thousands of individual bees. Detailed monitoring of a
colony by experimental biologists and apiarists is a difficult and resource-intensive task. Experiments
on individual bees typically involve their removal from the natural hive environment and placement into
cages separate from the rest of the colony, so the reliability of results is limited. Mathematical models
provide an inexpensive option to simulate colony behaviours, derive insights into infectious dynamics
and guide future experiments. This thesis presents three mathematical models to study the effect of N.
ceranae infection on the population of a single western honey bee (Apis mellifera) colony. The infection
dynamics are compared to the dynamics of a disease-free colony, and we analyse the potential contribution of N. ceranae to the rapid depopulation events of CCD. The first model, Model A, extends the
work of Khoury et al. [58] to add a susceptible-infected structure to their differential equation honey
bee population model. This model was previously presented in the Honours thesis of this author, but is
1

reformulated here to include more accurate infection terms and present additional results and analysis.
The second model, Model B, extends the first with the addition of brood, food and an age dependence
in a similar way to [59]. These additions more realistically model a colony’s social dynamics, and the
interplay of N. ceranae and CCD symptoms in failed hives can be analysed. The third model, Model C,
is a discrete simulation disease model. It includes age cohorts for all bee classes, which allows the age
distribution of the hive to be analysed at equilibrium and during a colony failure.

2
2.1

Biological Context
Western Honey Bees

Western honey bees, or Apis mellifera, are an ubiquitous species of honey bee found worldwide. Originally native to Africa or Asia, they were exported by humans and now live in a range of climates and
are exposed to an unprecedented collection of diseases and pathogens. These pathogens also tend to be
worldwide as they are spread through international trade and bee trafficking. Wild colonies are common,
but millions of honey bee colonies are managed by humans for honey, wax and pollination purposes. The
increasing reliance of global food production on honey bees has spurred continuing research into honey
bee health, with a focus on widespread modern diseases which bees have little time to adapt to.
A western honey beehive typically consists of an enclosed nest with vertical combs built out of beeswax,
with hexagonal cells. In warmer climates wild bees may build nests in the open or hanging from trees,
but most commercial beehives are built from wooden comb frames inside a box. The hexagonal cells of
the comb are used to house young bees, known as brood, or to store honey and pollen. A single hive can
contain up to 80 000 individual bees of four distinct types. There is one queen bee, the only fertile female,
who lays up to 2000 eggs per day with one egg in each cell [22]. The part of the comb used for raising
new bees is known as the brood comb. The queen receives all the sperm she needs for her life during her
maiden nuptial flights, so can lay fertilised and unfertilised eggs [120]. Fertilised eggs grow into sterile
female worker bees, who form the backbone of the colony. Unfertilised eggs become male drone bees,
whose only duty is to mate with new queen bees. After 3 days the eggs hatch into larvae which must be
fed copious amounts of food as their size dramatically increases. Between 5 and 7 days later, depending
on whether it is a worker or drone, a larva will spin a cocoon about itself and pupate. Its brood cell is
then sealed with a wax cap by a worker bee. While in pupation the larva will undergo metamorphosis,
growing legs, wings and complex internal structures. The total length of development from egg to the
end of pupation differs depending on the type of bee. Male drones take an average of 24 days to develop
and are larger, while female worker bees take an average of 21 days [120]. The eggs, larvae and pupae of
the colony are known as the brood. Once pupation ends the now fully sized adult bee chews through the
wax cap in a process known as emergence and after a few hours is ready to begin work. In a large colony
there will be tens of thousands of workers compared to only a few hundred drone bees.
Apart from laying eggs and fertilising new queens, the worker bees carry out all tasks in a colony.
A subset of worker bees known as nurse bees tend the brood, ensuring that the larvae are fed enough
food and capping the cells of larvae that have pupated. The effective brood tending is vital to ensure
that the next generation of adult bees is healthy. Brood that are not well cared for will die or emerge
from their pupae small and with developmental abnormalities [39, 55]. Other workers care for the queen
by feeding and grooming her in between egg layings [120]. Once an adult worker emerges from its pupa
workers will clean the brood cell of remaining food, pupa and wax to prepare it for another egg. Workers
similarly clean out used honey or pollen cells, as well as the rest of the hive interior. Typically cleaning is
achieved by lifting or dragging debris with their mandibles before depositing it outside the hive, during
which accidental ingestion can occur [120]. Bees will fly a short distance away from the hive entrance to
defecate to keep the hive sanitary. Thermoregulation is another important task for young adult bees in
2

the hive. The hive interior, particularly the area where the brood comb is located, must be kept at 35
degrees Celsius for optimal brood development and bee comfort [39, 120]. Workers, and sometimes drone
bees as well, shiver their wing muscles to increase the temperature of the hive interior. Alternatively bees
can hover at the entrance to the hive and fan with their wings to cool the interior. This fanning also
provides ventilation, decreasing the humidity and carbon dioxide levels inside the colony. On hot days
hundreds of workers may be seen fanning simultaneously. A small number of bees guard the entrance to
the hive, inspecting incoming bees and determining by pheromone or behaviour whether they are colony
members or not. The hive comb walls are also constructed and maintained by the workers, who secrete
beeswax flakes from glands on their abdomens. These are removed, mixed with saliva and sculpted in the
warm temperature of the hive into the desired shape [120]. In an established hive only occasional repairs
of damaged cell sections are needed, although wax caps for pupa, honey and pollen cells are always needed.
Older workers become forager bees, and leave the hive on flights to collect nectar and pollen from flowering
plants. There is a large body of research into forager selection of plants, navigation and communication,
see for example [14, 29, 42]. Before commencing foraging a worker will complete a series of orientation
flights in close proximity to the hive, familiarising herself with the local area and practising flying [120].
In particular this is where bees learn the location of the hive relative to neighbourhood landmarks. After
the orientation flights foraging begins. Foragers drink the nectar from flowers and store it in a section
of their upper stomach called the crop. Pollen is picked up from flowers on the body furs, mouth or
legs of foragers and worked into structures on the hind legs called pollen baskets. Foragers consume
some nectar during their flight but most will be returned to the hive [120]. There it is regurgitated in a
process known as trophallaxis into the mouth of another worker for food handling. The donating forager
usually splits her load between several receiving workers. The workers will partially evaporate the nectar
in their mouths before placing it in honeycomb cells, where it is fanned to further evaporate the water
content. Enzymes added from the forager’s crop also break the complex sugars of nectar down into more
easily digestible simple sugars. After 1-5 days the nectar has become honey and is sealed in its cell with
a wax cap until needed for feeding. Pollen is packed into pollen cells by returning foragers. A food
handling worker treats the pollen by adding a small amount of honey and caps the cell once it is full
[120]. Although adult workers are capable of feeding themselves from honey and pollen cells by breaking
through the caps, a significant amount of food exchange via trophallaxis occurs between workers. These
exchanges serve the purpose not only of feeding but of communicating various pheromone levels in the
colony. The ethyl oleate that foragers produce is transmitted in this way, to provide information to the
workers about the current forager to total workers ratio.
Worker bees follow an age-structured division of labour known as age-based polyethism [101]. Adult
honey bees have a hard exoskeleton made of chitin, so each worker bee is fully sized when they emerge
from their pupae. However other parts of their bodies are still developing, in particular their wing muscles
and internal organs such as their brains and glands [120]. Compared to older adult bees, young workers
have poorer reflexes, memory and decision making abilities due to their less mature brains, and lower
flight capabilities from their underdeveloped wing muscles [69, 98, 113]. Hence the young worker bees
carry out tasks within the safety of the hive. They are less exposed to predators and threats, and do not
often have to engage in the strenuous activity of flying. When worker bees are older they will leave the
hive on foraging flights for nectar and pollen [103]. Even amongst the younger worker bees who are yet
to become foragers there is an age structured division of labour. For example workers in the first 10 days
since emerging from pupae are more likely to be nurse bees or clean empty cells and remove debris from
the hive. Workers aged 15-20 days old are more likely to store nectar and pack pollen into cells [120].
Foraging activity peaks in bees at around 23 days of age. While there is a clearly observed age division
of labour amongst bees, it can vary considerably. Older bees may be found tending to the brood and
younger bees assisting with nectar evaporation. Individual bees also carry out a diverse range of tasks
each day rather than performing one repeatedly [120]. The observed age structure is only a guide, and
3

describes what tasks bees of certain ages are most likely to perform.
Foraging is a very strenuous and energetically demanding task for a bee. A forager may fly up to
five kilometres to return with its load of nectar and pollen depending on the distance to a food source
[102]. Foraging bees will consume some of the collected nectar to sustain them on their flights, but the
rest will increase their weight on the return trip [120]. Hence foraging lifespans are short, typically below
seven days, as the bees eventually succumb to a number of threats. Flying for long periods results in
tears to the wings and repeated wing beats will rub off the hairs on a bee’s back [120], reducing a worker’s
ability to thermoregulate her body. There is a severe metabolic cost to foraging with the most common
cause of death for foragers being simple exhaustion as they work their bodies to death [79], but there are
other threats. Despite having a keen navigational sense, some foragers do become lost and fail to return
to the hive [64]. These lost foragers will either die or may join a neighbouring colony, if they are accepted
and not attacked by the guarding bees [120]. Insect predators such as wasps, hornets and dragonflies
and various species of spiders and amphibians present local threats to honey bee foragers. To survive
these threats, attributes such as flight endurance, navigational skills, reflexes and memory are vital for
a foraging bee. Older workers with more developed brains and wing muscles have the highest chance
of survival and the longest foraging lifespans [86]. Experimental evidence from [86] found a significant
correlation between forager performance and age at onset of foraging. Bees that began foraging at less
than 14 days old completed fewer flights, spent less time outside of the hive and had a lower probability
of surviving past 30 minutes of flight activity. Honey bee demographics reflect this as, under normal
conditions, workers will wait until they are at least 15 days old before commencing foraging, with most
waiting until 18-20 days old [120]. However the age at which worker bees commence foraging is influenced
by colony conditions.
The process of transition from tasks within the hive to foraging behaviour will be a focus of this thesis, and
is known as recruitment [58]. The recruitment process is controlled by various hormones, pheromones
and chemicals but is not fully understood. The queen mandibular pheromone slows the behavioural
maturation of worker bees while brood pheromone accelerates it [83, 84]. The juvenile hormone and
neurochemical octopamine also affect the onset of foraging behaviour [7, 95]. Existing foragers emit
the pheromone ethyl oleate, which delays the maturation of younger bees and is spread via trophallaxis
[68]. It also acts as a distributed regulator to control the ratio of forager to non-forager worker bees.
Typically one third of the workers are foragers. If there are too few foragers there are lower amounts
of ethyl oleate in the colony and the young workers will mature faster to correct the imbalance and
transition to foraging at earlier ages [96]. The converse is also true, so that the demography of the colony
is self-correcting. Severe increases in the rate of behavioural maturation so that bees become foragers at
a very young age can be detrimental to the colony [113]. If the foraging population is suffering a high
mortality rate, so that forager numbers are consistently low, progressively younger workers will begin to
forage precociously [8]. For reasons explained earlier precocious foragers are ill-suited to foraging, and
will have short foraging lifespans [86]. Eventually the demography of the colony breaks down, with too
few workers left to tend the brood and queen. This is believed to be the mechanism behind colony collapse disorder [8]. Honey bee colonies can self-correct population imbalances, but only to a limited extent.
The success of the foragers is vital to a colony’s survival. The nectar and pollen that the foragers
collect are the only sources of nutrition for the entire colony [120]. Nectar provides carbohydrates in the
form of complex sugars such as fructose and sucrose which the bees break down into simple sugars during
conversion to honey. These are more easily digestible by bees and protect the honey from bacteria. Pollen
provides protein, lipids, vitamins and minerals. It is similarly partially digested to add enzymes to it
before being packed with a small amount of honey into comb cells [120]. Processed and stored pollen is
known as ‘bee bread’ and is ready for digestion. Pollen is mainly consumed by young worker bees newly
emerged, when it is vital for the proper development of their glands and internal structures. Older work4

ers can survive on nectar alone. The brood are fed primarily a substance known as ‘brood food’ produced
by the hypopharyngeal and mandibular glands of nurse bees [120]. The nurse bees need to consume both
nectar and pollen to produce brood food. Rearing brood places a disproportionate strain on the colony’s
honey and pollen supplies, despite only the larvae needing to be fed, not the eggs or pupae. Direct measurements of a single larva’s consumption is difficult, however experiments have estimated that it takes
163mg of honey to rear a single worker bee larva over its nine day larval stage [41]. This measurement
was taken at the colony scale, so includes consumption of honey by the nurse bees to produce brood food
and a small amount of honey fed directly to the larva. No measurement of the pollen consumption was
made. This 18mg of honey per day contrasts with the 7mg per day that an adult worker consumes [41].
The strain of brood production can drive a decline in the honey and pollen stores of a colony. This in turn
can act as a stimulus for workers to transition to foraging to search for more food. A colony that is low
on food is unlikely to survive. The brood will be underfed, some will die and those that survive will become under-sized and under-developed adult workers [39] who will be unable to correct the food shortage.
The populations in this thesis are the workers and the brood. As in many mathematical honey bee
models, the small population of drone bees is ignored.

2.2

Nosema ceranae

Nosema ceranae, along with the related Nosema apis, is a microsporidian parasite that infects the ventriculus (midgut) of adult honey bees. It does not infect the brood [30]. Originally identified as a parasite
of the Asian honey bee Apis cerana [36], in 2008 N. ceranae was shown to have jumped species to infect the western honey bee [46, 52]. This new species jump was hypothesised as the cause behind the
then-recently observed CCD [48]. However research on archived bee samples found this jump occurred
as early as 1997 in the United States and 1990 in Uruguay, pre-dating the onset of CCD [20, 53]. Also
experiments have shown conflicting results on whether N. ceranae infection alone kills colonies regularly
[49, 106]. The primary symptom of infected colonies is a reduced population and subsequent lower honey
production, although the extent of these effects is variable [15, 44, 46]. N.apis causes dysentery in infected
bees leading to faecal marks on the front of the hive, as bees cannot fly out of the hive fast enough before
defecating. The ventriculus also appeared white and swollen on infected bees [30]. Neither of these symptoms is seen for N. ceranae, making diagnosis difficult and likely contributing to the decades when the
disease went unnoticed as it spread. Recent research has shown that N. ceranae has displaced N.apis as
the prevalent endemic western honey bee disease [61, 72, 85]. It afflicts honey bee populations worldwide,
with confirmed cases in Europe, North and South America, Asia, Africa, Australia and New Zealand [20,
35, 37, 46, 43, 61, 76]. In 2005, 96% of hive samples from Spain tested positive for Nosema [70] while in
2010 44% of samples tested positive in New York [108]. In both cases N. ceranae was the most common
Nosema strain. Within Australia it is present on the east coast, more common in Queensland, but there
are no recorded cases in Tasmania [37]. There is some evidence that N. ceranae may thrive better in
warmer climates [32].
The disease spreads via microscopic spores which must be orally ingested by bees for infection to occur [30]. The spores must travel past the crop to the midgut, principally at the posterior end, where
they attach themselves to the epithelial cells that line the stomach walls. There a spore will germinate,
extend a hollow polar filament and pierce the epithelial cell membrane with physical force. Infectious
sporoplasm is injected through the filament into the host cell’s cytoplasm to infect it [66]. After about 4
days for N.apis and 6 days for N. ceranae the host cell’s resources are diverted to parasite replication and
spore production [34]. A fully developed infection in the ventriculus develops within 2 weeks [30]. The
means by which new spores that are produced in the midgut spread are not fully understood. Spores are
expelled during defecation, but N. ceranae does not induce dysentery so almost all defecations occur away
from the hive on the bees’ defecation flights [30]. There is experimental evidence that spores can travel
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upwards from the midgut to the crop and be passed on during trophallaxis [104]. Another accepted route
is infection via spores on the comb or in the cells of the hive which are picked up by cleaning workers [30],
although exactly how spores end up on the comb is unknown. Possibly spores are released into the air
during trophallaxis or through the rectum of infected bees even when not defecating. It has been shown
that N.apis spores can survive up to 4 months submerged in honey [117], however the same experiment
has not been performed for N. ceranae. The relative importance of the trophallaxis, defecation, cleaning
and honey infection routes for transmission is not yet understood.
Bees infected by N. ceranae have no distinct visible symptoms [30], but experiments have shown a
number of behavioural effects. Infected bees are hungrier as their energy is being sapped to create more
spores and their midgut in inflamed, reducing the efficiency of digestion [71, 74]. They also generally have
shorter lifespans than uninfected bees. Although this is difficult to test experimentally, bee mortality is
roughly doubled by N. ceranae infection [38, 45, 77]. The need to stop and feed more regularly reduces
the efficiency of infected workers at performing their tasks, and places increased strain on the colony’s
honey and pollen stores. Reduced olfactory learning abilities are also observed, impairing infected bees’
ability to use pheromones to guide their activities in the hive [89]. The impact of these symptoms are
more pronounced for forager bees during their strenuous flights. Experiments have shown N. ceranae
infected bees have impaired flight and navigational abilities, which increases their susceptibility to exhaustion and loss of direction [27, 64]. Infected foragers that do return will have a reduced nectar load
compared to healthy foragers as they will have consumed more of the nectar to sustain them during their
flights. Infected workers also transition to foraging behaviour faster [38]. It is unknown whether this
is directly in response to the disease (suicidal pathogen removal) or simply the result of their increased
hunger leading them to forage for food. Consequently infected foragers are also younger, further decreasing their foraging efficacy. The only known treatment for N. ceranae is the spraying of the antimicrobial
agent fumagillin [50], which has been widely used to treat N.apis in the United States [6]. However its
effectiveness and side effects on bee physiology are still being researched, and the latest data shows that
it may be ineffective against N. ceranae [51].
This thesis includes N. ceranae transmission via trophallaxis and via spores which bees ingest when
they clean the comb or cells. Transmission due to defecation in or near the hive is ignored as symptoms
of dysentery are not observed. Transmission via infected food is omitted due to a lack of biological
evidence.

2.3

Colony Collapse Disorder

Colony collapse disorder (CCD) is a poorly understood and initially ill-defined phenomenon that afflicts
honey bee colonies. It has been particularly prevalent in North America since 2006 [107]. It is characterised by the disappearance of the majority of the worker bees of a hive. The queen, brood, a few nurse
bees and remaining food stores are abandoned, but there are no dead bees in or around the hive [116].
Typically all of these symptoms must be present to be classified as CCD [18]. If there is no queen the
colony died because it was queenless, not due to CCD. The abandoned brood is perplexing as normally
bees wait until all capped brood have emerged from pupation before they abscond [120]. The few remaining nurse bees confusedly tend the doomed brood [107]. There have been recorded cases of delayed
invasion of the dead hive by pests such as hive beetles and wax moths, and reduced or delayed robbing
of the remaining food stores by foragers from neighbouring colonies [21]. Disease organisms are often
detected in the abandoned hive [88], but no single disease or parasite is consistently found in CCD hives.
Colonies that have died due to pathogens typically have large numbers of dead bees inside the hive and
clear signs of infection [81]. The diseases European Foul Brood and American Foul Brood leave distinct
symptoms in larvae and pupae, while the acute bee paralysis and Israeli acute paralysis viruses cause
shaking and trembling in adult bees [81]. N.apis causes dysentery that results in bright orange faecal
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markings down the front of the hive entrance [30]. Heavy mite infections such as the tracheal mite and
Varroa destructor mite are easily identified by bee keepers [81]. One or more of these symptoms have
been observed in some collapsed colonies, but others exhibit none of these symptoms, which has lead
some researchers to posit symptomless diseases such as N. ceranae as the hidden cause [45, 115].
CCD first came to prominence in October of 2006 in the United States, when 368 commercial colonies
were found devoid of worker bees [107]. Since then there have been many studies on the extent of CCD
globally [23, 80, 115] but there is a lack of standardisation of the symptoms of CCD and reporting
methodology differs between countries [118]. It is important to distinguish between colonies that die
with symptoms of CCD and other large colony loss events, where symptoms of CCD may or may not be
observed. For example over the winter of 2007-08 U.S. bee keepers recorded higher than average colony
losses of 35.8% [114]. At least some of the symptoms of CCD occurred in 60% of the dead colonies, with
37.9% reporting all symptoms of CCD. Large operations were more likely to report CCD and further
research showed dead colonies were more likely to neighbour each other in CCD apiaries [116]. This could
indicate an infectious disease or common localised risk factor plays a role. While the US colony loss rate
dropped to 26.9% over winter 2015-2016, apiarists are still not satisfied with the high mortality rates
of their colonies [65]. Heavy colony losses have also been reported in Europe, although there are few
standardised scientific reports. In Germany 25% of colonies were lost in 2007 reported by the national
association of bee keepers, although whether the full CCD definition was met is debated [78]. In Britain
colony numbers dropped 30% over 2007-08 [9], although the British Beekeeper’s Association argued no
CCD cases have occurred in Britain, and blamed the varroa mite and poor weather conditions [110]. The
first confirmed case of CCD in Europe occurred in Switzerland in 2012 [23]. Australia does not yet have
a countrywide survey of honey bee colony numbers, but worldwide there has been an increased effort to
track honey bee numbers since the rise of CCD [63].
The CCD syndrome has been observed and known by many names in the past. The ‘Isle of Wight
disease’ in Britain in 1905 and ‘disappearing disease’ in the United States in 1975 have similar symptoms
to CCD [17, 119]. ‘May disease’ and ‘disappearing syndrome’ have described previous large colony loss
events, possibly with some or all of the symptoms of CCD [2, 82]. Although there has been intensive
research over the past decade no single cause has been identified for CCD, with the consensus moving
towards a multi-factorial causes [8]. N. ceranae has previously been suggested as a hidden cause of CCD,
but the evidence of whether the disease can collapse colonies by itself is mixed and it is now considered
only a contributing factor [49, 47]. A prevailing theory is that when the average age of the foraging force
becomes too young the colony cannot self-correct its demographics [8, 86]. If existing foragers die at a
rate exceeding the colony’s ability to replace them, then progressively younger bees will be recruited to
forage until the colony collapses. Few workers or dead bodies are found in collapsed colonies because most
have left to attempt to forage and died in the field. Despite the recent heavy losses from CCD and other
threats, global stocks of honey bees are still increasing [4, 67]. Hive splitting, where bee keepers introduce
a new queen and place some of the bees of an existing colony with her in a new hive, allows colony losses
to be replaced. However this growth is outstripped by that of global crop acreage, with disproportionate
growth in pollinator-dependent crops [3]. Some foresee an impending pollinator shortage for agricultural
crops [4]. Colony losses are decreasing from the peak seen in 2006-08, with the United States seeing a
large reduction in CCD-related losses from 2016 to 2017 [105]. While the worst of CCD losses appears
to be over, the recurrence of similar syndromes in the past suggests these problems will be faced again
in the future. Understanding the mechanisms which cause workers to abandon the hive is an important
area of research and may help to mitigate future losses and reduce adverse economic impacts.
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3

Review of Existing Models

There are a number of existing models in the literature that analyse the spread of bee diseases through
a honey bee colony. The challenge of disease modelling in honey bee colonies is merging the infection
dynamics with the population dynamics of honey bees. The existing models fall into three broad groups:
those that focus on bee population dynamics, those that focus on bee diseases and their spread through
a colony, and those that attempt to provide a holistic simulation of a bee colony, often through discrete
methods.
Differential Equation Population Models
Differential equations provide an abstract yet simple way of simulating the behaviour of large populations of individuals, and can easily incorporate mathematical terms that approximate biological behaviour. The models in this section primarily model realistic bee population dynamics. Khoury, Barron
and Myerscough [58] formulate a system of differential equations to model honey bee social dynamics,
splitting the adult worker population into hive bees and foragers. An emphasis is made on the modelling
of the recruitment of hive bees to foragers, for which they formulate the function It is assumed that a
greater proportion of foragers in the adult population slows the maturation rate of hive bees. The realistic
modelling of the recruitment rate results in a stable ratio of hive to forager bees and an analytical steady
state. However the model produces an exponential decline in the number of bees when the simulated
colony is placed under stress. Khoury et al. extend the previous model by the addition of food and brood
[59]. They formulate a food-dependent brood survival rate so that when food is scarce, fewer brood are
reared. They also formulate a food-dependent recruitment rate which causes hive bees to precociously
forage when food is scarce. The forager mortality rate and the simulated colony’s health are closely
correlated, since only the foragers collect food. The model exhibits a steady state where a small colony
can exist with a low amount of stored food.
Perry et al. extend the work of Khoury et al. by including age-dependent behaviour [86]. The average age at which hive bees become foragers in the model is defined as the inverse of the recruitment
rate of hive bees to foragers. This extension allows the modelling of precocious foraging, when hive bees
transition to foraging at a young age. Biologically, precocious foraging results in younger foragers who
have a higher mortality rate and collect lower amounts of food. Age-dependent functions in the model
increase forager mortality when the average age at onset of foraging is low. This, in turn, decreases the
number of foragers and the food collection rate. The simulated colony then suffers the effects of low
food and its population declines rapidly. This model can simulate rapid colony failures with symptoms
of colony collapse disorder, which suggests the age onset of foraging is key to a simulate rapid population
decline.
Betti, Wahl and Zamir [12] present a model similar to [59] that includes N. ceranae infection, which
leads to susceptible-infected dynamics for hive bees and foragers. The infected bees have a higher mortality rate and standard mass action infection terms are used. They find that an increase in the infected
bee mortality rate has little effect on the colony’s overall health, but an increase in the transmission rate
of the disease has a strong deleterious effect. A system of differential equations which model a bee colony
in winter is also formulated. A colony can starve over winter if insufficient reserves of food are collected
during summer. They find that an onset of infection close to the start of winter has the most damaging
effect on a colony. Increases in the death rates induced by N. ceranae infection can reduce the severity
of the epidemic, consistent with SIR disease models. Betti, Wahl and Zamir also formulate a system
of partial differential equations [13] based on the McKendrick-von Foerster equation to include age as
an independent variable. They formulate an age-dependent recruitment term while utilising equivalent
infection terms to those in [12] and they again include winter dynamics. Age polyethism helps to slow
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the spread of N. ceranae compared to an age-independent model, which suggests the age structure of a
colony cannot be ignored for realistic population models. Their results also suggest that the phenomenon
of spring dwindle, where bee population numbers drop at the beginning of spring, is a natural consequence of bees ageing over winter. The model incorporates sophisticated terms for the social dynamics
of bees, but combines these with simplistic mass action infection terms. The models presented in this
thesis synthesise complex social dynamics terms and detailed infection terms that incorporate multiple
transmission pathways of N. ceranae.
Differential Equation Disease Models
The models in this section use differential equations to simulate outbreaks of specific bee diseases and
realistically model their transmission pathways. These models do not include complex population terms
as they focus on the infection dynamics. Petric, Guzman-Novoa and Eberl [87] model detailed infection
mechanisms for N. ceranae. They formulate a disease model that includes hive bees, foragers, and a separate compartment for the number of viable spores on the comb. They assume that the primary infection
route of N. ceranae is through the ingestion of spores on the comb of the hive. The model parameters
are time-dependent, based on seasonal averages, which leads to periodic endemic steady states. When
infection transmission is high enough, a colony failure can occur over multiple years as the population
slowly declines. The model uses simple terms to model social dynamics compared to [13] and rapid hive
depopulation cannot be simulated.
There are a number of models for the spread of diseases via varroa mites and the effects of mites and
disease on honey bee populations. Ratti, Kevan and Eberl [91] model the spread of Acute Bee Paralysis
Virus (ABPV) via varroa mites, with seasonally changing parameters. This model does not differentiate
between hive and forager bees, and instead includes only disease-free and infected honey bees, the number
of virus-carrying mites, and the total number of mites in the hive. The analysis focuses on treatment
methods for ABPV. Colonies simulated in the model cannot be both disease- and mite-free without application of varroacide treatment, which the model assumes occurs continuously at low dosage throughout
the year. Colonies can fail due to infection, but not in a short timescale and usually over multiple years.
Even a colony that starts with a very large virus-carrying mite infestation only fails after close to 500
days. The model is extended by dividing the population into hive bee and forager classes in [92], but this
model does not include food or age. The model shows that without varroacide treatment, a mite and
virus free solution is always unstable. A combination of mite infection and a high forager death rate can
cause a colony failure over roughly 200 days. This timescale is shorter than their previous model, but
longer than reported cases of CCD. Honey bee disease models typically struggle to simulate rapid colony
failures due to infection. This thesis presents a model that can simulate the depopulation of an infected
colony on a timescale similar to CCD.
Kang et al. [57] formulate a general mite-virus-honey bee model, and consider different virus transmission rates at different stages of the varroa mite life cycle. The model includes complex mite-virus
dynamics but doesn’t differentiate between hive and forager bees. Simulations show that the coexistence
of mites, virus and honey bees is heavily dependent on initial conditions. A very small colony can experience an Allee effect where the bee and mite populations rapidly approach zero, which may be due to
oscillating dynamics when the ratio of adult bees to brood (represented by a parameter in the model) is
low. The rapid depopulation bears some resemblance to CCD, but relies on a very small initial honey
bee population and may occur unrealistically fast.
There are also models for brood-borne diseases in honey bee hives. Jatulan et al. [54] formulate a
model for the spread of American Foulbrood (AFB) with an emphasis on modelling the brood. AFB is
a bacterial disease that infects larvae when they ingest spores that are present in their food. The model
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doesn’t differentiate between adult hive bees and foragers but includes three compartments for the brood,
and one for the number of comb cells contaminated with AFB spores. Once a colony is infected in the
model, and the infection transmission parameters are non-zero, the extinction equilibrium is an attractor
and the colony will eventually collapse. According to the model, spores on the comb drive the spread of
AFB, as new brood are infected when they hatch. The colony failures occur over roughly 200 days, with
an exponential decline in the number of adult honey bees. The results of this model highlight that even
when a colony extinction is inevitable, a rapid collapse is difficult to simulate. We demonstrate in this
thesis that the distinction of hive bees and foragers, along with realistic modelling of forager health, is
required to simulate rapid population collapses.
Discrete Population Models
Discrete modelling is an alternative to differential equation models, in which variables such as time
and age are not continuous but measured in discrete units. We first describe discrete population models
that simulate colonies in the absence of disease. DeGrandi-Hoffman et al. [24] formulated such a model,
known as BEEPOP, which includes brood, the queen bee, workers, foragers and drones. Environmental
factors such as temperature, wind and rainfall are also modelled, which affect how often foragers can
leave the hive. The model does not focus on colony failures, but is specifically designed for predicting
population trends and pollination rates in different North American climates. Schmickl and Crailsheim
[99] also construct a discrete model via a series of difference equations, named HoPoMo, to simulate the
population and resource dynamics of a colony. They include the colony’s food supply, differentiating between nectar and pollen, along with the brood, adult bees, seasonal weather and local nectar and pollen
sources. Simple models allocate nutrients to bees and assign them tasks that vary with colony conditions.
The authors validate their model against experimental data, and demonstrate that a model with both
food and an age structure compares well with both controlled and wild bee colonies.
Russell, Barron and Harris [97] formulate a discrete population model which adapts biological terms
from [59] and adds seasonally varying parameters. Similar to [59] the model includes hive bees, foragers,
brood and the amount of stored food in the colony. They are able to model annual growth cycles over a
number of years, and results compare well against biological data. Increases in the forager mortality rate
inhibit food collection and can cause colony failures during winter, similar to results from other seasonal
models. Torres, Ricoy and Roybal [111] formulate two discrete population models. The first is unique in
that it uses geometric series to calculate the steady state behaviour only of a colony that includes eggs,
larvae, pupae, hive bees and foragers. They analyse the effects of hive to brood ratio, mortality rates,
and pheromone levels on the equilibrium colony population. Without explicitly modelling food, they
find that the colony can survive even under a very high forager mortality rate. The second model is a
series of differential equations, with a separate compartment for each daily age cohort of bees. Different
pheromone levels can accelerate or decelerate the behavioural maturation of hive bees, and low stored
food levels reduces the survival rate of the larvae. Results show that the model is most sensitive to the ratio of nurse bees to larvae and the forager food collection rate. When either of these parameters becomes
too low, the colony can fail on a timescale of roughly 150 days. Many models in the literature exhibit
rapid depopulation during winter, but colony failures over less than 30 days in summer conditions, which
have been observed in some CCD cases, are difficult to simulate. Model B of this thesis does exhibit
multi-causal rapid colony failures during simulated summer conditions.
Discrete Disease Models
There are also a number of discrete models which incorporate the infection of simulated colonies with
bee diseases and parasites. Martin [73] extends the BEEPOP model to include infestation by the varroa
mite, and the spread of deformed wing virus (DWV) and acute paralysis virus (APV) by the mites. The
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model also includes an age structure for the adult workers, and colder winters to model colonies in more
challenging climates. DWV infection depresses the population of a colony particularly during winter, and
can be spread by a small number of mites relative to APV. The combination of severe infection and harsh
winters can collapse colonies in the model, but this typically takes a year or longer. Becher et al. [10]
formulate a comprehensive discrete model, BEEHAVE, that combines colony dynamics, viruses, varroa
mites and foraging patterns. Age cohorts of brood, hive bees and drones comprise the colony model.
The varroa mite model is based on that of [73]. The foraging model is agent-based, and takes landscape
data as an input to determine food collection rates. The authors aim for the model to be a general
tool for biologists to plan experiments, regulators to devise efficient policies and apiarists to observe the
effects of disease intervention treatments. In the model an untreated varroa mite infestation can cause a
colony collapse during winter after a multi-year population decline. The model is sensitive to the forager
mortality rate, but high forager mortality alone does not result in colony failures.
Betti et al. [11] present an agent-based model, ‘Bee++’, for a honey bee colony and a spatial foraging landscape programmed in C++. They include the brood, hive bees, foragers, drones, food stores and
environmental effects. Each adult bee class has a task structure which individuals follow. The model also
considers the pesticide toxin levels within each bee, with a detoxification rate over time, which allows
the effects of pesticide exposure at non-lethal levels to be explored. Varroa mite infestations, viruses
transmitted by the mites and Nosema diseases can be introduced to simulated colonies. Only simulations
of colonies in healthy conditions are presented, but the model shows that the average age of recruitment
to foraging can be sensitive to both infection and environmental factors. The software is open source and
intended to be modified by users to answer research questions.
Two differential equation disease models and one discrete disease model are presented in this thesis.
The models aim to realistically capture the intra-hive dynamics of N. ceranae infection, and determine
the mechanisms by which N. ceranae can contribute to CCD. There are few models in the literature that
consider realistic infection terms specific to N. ceranae. We also present Model B as one of few in the
literature that can produce the rapid depopulation of a simulated hive in summer conditions.
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4

Model A: Nosema ceranae ODE Disease Model

The model in this chapter tracks the adult worker population of a single honey bee colony over time
either with or without a Nosema ceranae infection. The model comprises a system of ordinary differential
equations based on a two-population susceptible-infected structure, with population dynamics specific to
western honey bees. An earlier version of this model was previously presented in an Honours thesis [28].
It is reformulated and refined here to include more realistic infection terms with additional results and
analysis.

4.1

Colony Structure

A honey bee colony consists of four distinct types of bee: brood, workers, drones and the queen. This
model only explicitly considers the worker bees. The queen bee is assumed to always be alive, healthy and
laying eggs, while the brood are implicitly included in the emergence rate of workers from their pupae.
The drone bee population is ignored as it is usually small compared to the worker population and does
not participate in the work of the hive.
Following a common approach [12, 58, 86, 87], the worker bees are split into hive bees (H) and foragers (F ). Hive bees are young workers who carry out tasks within the safety of the hive, and so are
assumed to have a negligible death rate. This assumption is consistent with other honey bee population
and disease models in the literature [12, 58]. Foragers are older workers who leave the hive on foraging
flights for nectar and pollen. Workers who forage typically do so until they die so only foragers have a
mortality rate in this model. The relationship between hive and forager bees is summarised in Figure 1.

Figure 1: The population structure of worker bees modelled in this thesis.
Honey bee population dynamics of this type were first introduced in mathematical models by Khoury
et al. [58]. Here we add the possibility of N. ceranae infection through a susceptible-infected structure.
This leads to four compartments for the worker bee population: susceptible hive bees (Hs ), susceptible
foragers (Fs ), infected hive bees (Hi ) and infected foragers (Fi ). N. ceranae does not infect the brood so
upon emergence all workers are susceptible hive bees.
In this thesis we include transmission of N. ceranae by two routes. The first is by trophallaxis, the
regurgitation of food from one bee to another. From Section 2.1, trophallaxis occurs in three situations:
when one bee is fed by another, when a hive bee receives a nectar load from a returning forager, and
when nectar is processed into honey. Infection via trophallaxis requires the susceptible bee to be on the
receiving end of a trophallaxis interaction with an infected bee. Hive bees are responsible for receiving
nectar from foragers and for processing nectar into honey. Hive bees are also more likely to receive food
during food sharing, since foragers have a greater capacity to feed themselves while on foraging flights.
Hence we assume that only hive bees are infected via trophallaxis in this model.
The second transmission route is via the ingestion of spores when bees clean the comb and cells in
the hive. Bees clean the hive by handling debris with their mandibles. During this process the accidental
ingestion of spores can occur [30]. Only hive bees clean the comb and cells of the hive, so again we assume
that only hive bees can be infected via spores ingested during cleaning. Hence susceptible foragers do not
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become infected in this model. Infection via spores in stored food is not modelled for lack of experimental
verification. Infection via spores on flowering plants is ignored for simplicity. The complete population
structure for this model is shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2: The population structure of worker bees in Model A. The solid arrows represent compartment
transfers and the dashed arrows represent disease transmission. All foragers contribute to social inhibition
as in Figure 1.
All adult workers emerge as susceptible hive bees. They can either be recruited to become susceptible
foragers or infected via one of the transmission pathways to become infected hive bees. Infected hive bees
are recruited to become infected foragers, and each forager population has its respective death rate. The
infected death rate is higher than the susceptible death rate due to the symptoms and reduced lifespan
of N. ceranae infected bees.
4.1.1

Assumptions

• The queen bee is always alive, healthy, and laying eggs.
• The drone bee population is not modelled.
• Hive bees have a negligible mortality rate.
• N. ceranae can only be spread via trophallaxis and via spores which lie on the comb or in the cells
of the hive.
• The rate of contact between foragers and N. ceranae spores is negligible, so that only hive bees can
be infected by spores.
• Infected bees have a higher mortality rate than uninfected bees.

4.2
4.2.1

Model Formulation
Model Terms

The model for the emergence rate of adult worker bees is based upon that of [59] and modified for the
inclusion of infected bees. The number of eggs the queen bee lays per day, L, is multiplied by a fraction
that determines how many of the eggs survive to adulthood. Hive bees tend to the brood, so we assume
that as the number of hive bees tends to infinity the survival rate tends to one. Infected hive bees need
to feed more often, making them less efficient at brood tending. This is modelled by the ‘efficiency’
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parameter  < 1 which reduces the contribution of infected hive bees to brood survival. The emergence
rate of adult workers from pupae is then
E(Hs , Hi ) = L

Hs + Hi
.
w + Hs + Hi

(1)

The scaling parameter w controls the rate at which E(Hs , Hi ) approaches L as the number of hive bees
increases.
The rate of recruitment of hive bees to foragers consists of a maximum recruitment rate α that is reduced
by the effects of social inhibition. This inhibition is caused by the ratio of foragers to total workers in
the colony, known as the forager ratio, and communicated by the pheromone ethyl oleate (EO). There
is no evidence that N. ceranae infection affects EO production, so infected foragers are included without
an efficiency parameter. Following [58], the magnitude of the effect of social inhibition is controlled by
the parameter σ. This leads to the recruitment function
R(Hs , Hi , Fs , Fi ) = α − σ

Fs + Fi
.
Hs + Hi + Fs + Fi

(2)

The maximum recruitment rate α will occur when there are no foragers in the colony and therefore no
social inhibition. There is significant evidence that N. ceranae induces precocious foraging in infected
bees [27, 38]. Thus we include a recruitment rate for infected hive bees of

Ri (Hs , Hi , Fs , Fi ) = ψi α − σ


Fs + Fi
.
Hs + Hi + Fs + Fi

(3)

We model the precocious foraging by a scaling factor ψi ≥ 1. This assumes that infected bees will be
recruited at least as fast as susceptible bees in all colony conditions.
Proportionate functions are chosen for the transmission of N. ceranae via trophallaxis. A susceptible
hive bee will receive trophallactic material from multiple other bees per day for feeding or food handling.
The proportionate functions consider the probability that the bee who gives trophallactic material to the
receiver bee is infected. Two trophallaxis contact functions are included. One function is for infection
of a susceptible hive bee from an infected hive bee and one function is for infection from an infected
forager bee. Hive to hive bee transmission is likely to occur during shared feeding or as part of the
partial digestion of nectar and dehydration process. Forager to hive bee transmission will occur when
an infected forager’s nectar load is given to a receiving hive bee. The contact function for trophallaxis
between infected and susceptible hive bees is
CH (Hs , Hi ) = Hs

Hi
.
Hs + Hi

(4)

Following the approach of [75], we use a frequency dependent transmission form. We assume that the
total number of encounters a susceptible host will have with other hosts does not change over time in a
honey bee hive. We define a contact as a susceptible hive bee receiving material via trophallaxis from
another hive bee. The contact rate per day is n1 Hs where n1 is the average number of times a susceptible
hive bee will receive trophallactic material per day. The fraction in equation (4) gives the proportion of
those contacts that are with infected hive bees, i.e. ‘appropriate contacts’. Multiplying the number of
appropriate contacts by p1 , the probability of infection given an appropriate contact, gives the rate of
new infections. The values of n1 and p1 are contained within the disease transmission parameter
βH = n1 p1 ,
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(5)

which multiplies the contact function CH (Hs , Hi ) in the model equations.
The contact function for trophallaxis between infected foragers and susceptible hive bees is
CF (Hs , Fs , Fi ) = Hs

Fi
.
Fs + Fi

(6)

It is also multiplied by its disease transmission coefficient βF . A contact is defined as a susceptible hive
bee receiving trophallactic material from a forager bee. The contact rate per day is qn2 Hs , where q is
the average proportion of susceptible hive bees performing nectar receiving duties per day, and n2 is the
average number of contacts a nectar-receiving susceptible hive bee will have per day. A value of q is not
i
needed for βH as all hive bees engage in trophallaxis for feeding purposes. The fraction FsF+F
in equation
i
(6) gives the proportion of contacts that are with infected foragers, and multiplying by the infection
probability p2 gives the rate of new infections. Thus
βF = qn2 p2 .

(7)

In the analysis of Model A we alter the values of βH and βF . We assume that q, n1 and n2 are constant.
Thus when we change the values of βH and βF we implicitly alter the values of p1 and p2 , and change
the virulence of N. ceranae via trophallaxis.
The third transmission route is via spores on the comb or in the cells of the hive which bees accidentally ingest while they clean. A mass action term is used, multiplying Hs by an estimation of the
number of spores in the hive environment. We make the simplifying assumption that the concentration
of spores within the hive is dependent only on the the number of currently infected bees. We also assume
that the more time an infected bee spends inside the hive, the greater its contribution to spore build-up in
the hive. Spores from the midgut of infected bees may be released during trophallaxis, nectar processing,
or simply through the mouth or rectum during movement around the hive.
Infected hive bees will spend almost all of each day inside the hive. Infected foragers will only be active
within the hive for a proportion ρ of the day, due to their foraging flights. We assume that only active
infected foragers will release spores in the hive, and that resting infected foragers will not release spores.
We define a contact as a susceptible hive bee cleaning an item of debris with its mouth or mandibles, and
an appropriate contact where there are spores in the item of debris. The disease transmission parameter
βE implicitly adjusts for the average number of appropriate contacts a susceptible hive bee will have per
day, and the probability of infection given an appropriate contact. The contact function for ingestion of
infected debris by susceptible hive bees while they clean is
CE (Hs , Hi , Fi ) = Hs (Hi + ρFi ).

(8)

The mortality rates for the forager compartments are simply proportional to their populations, and are
modelled by the parameters µ for susceptible foragers and µi for infected foragers.
4.2.2

Model Equations

The population of susceptible hive bees follows the arrows in Figure 2. Newly emerged susceptible
workers can either be recruited to become susceptible foragers or infected by one of the three transmission
pathways to become infected hive bees. The recruitment function is multiplied by Hs to give the number
of recruited bees. This leads to the differential equation
dHs
= E(Hs , Hi ) − Hs R(Hs , Hi , Fs , Fi ) − βH CH (Hs , Hi ) − βF CF (Hs , Fs , Fi ) − βE CE (Hs , Hi , Fi ). (9)
dt
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The function E(Hs , Hi ) models the eclosion of new susceptible adults. The function R(Hs , Hi , Fs , Fi )
models the recruitment of susceptible hive bees to foraging. The three contact functions CH (Hs , Hi ),
CF (Hs , Fs , Fi ) and CE (Hs , Hi , Fi ) model the infection with N. ceranae of susceptible hive bees.
The rate of change of the number of susceptible foragers is given by
dFs
= Hs R(Hs , Hi , Fs , Fi ) − µFs .
dt

(10)

A mortality rate of µ is applied to all susceptible foragers.
Infected hive bees are recruited by the infected recruitment rate, Ri (Hs , Hi , Fs , Fi ), multiplied by Hi .
The rate of change of the number of infected hive bees is given by
dHi
= βH CH (Hs , Hi ) + βF CF (Hs , Fs , Fi ) + βE CE (Hs , Hi , Fi ) − Hi Ri (Hs , Hi , Fs , Fi ).
dt

(11)

Infected hive bees become infected foragers, which die at a mortality rate of µi . The rate of change of
the number of infected foragers is therefore
dFi
= Hi Ri (Hs , Hi , Fs , Fi ) − µi Fi .
dt

(12)

Equations (9)-(12) give the SI model for N. ceranae infection in a hive where the worker bee population
is divided into hive bees and foragers.
This model is only valid when the susceptible recruitment rate of hive bees to foragers is positive or
zero. Since ψi ≥ 1, if the susceptible recruitment rate is positive then the infected recruitment rate will
be as well. A negative recruitment rate corresponds to the biological process of forager reversion. In this
case the susceptible and infected recruitment rates must be multiplied by Fs and Fi respectively, and the
correct set of equations will be
dHs
dt
dFs
dt
dHi
dt
dFi
dt

= E(Hs , Hi ) − Fs R(Hs , Hi , Fs , Fi ) − βH CH (Hs , Hi ) − βF CF (Hs , Fs , Fi ) − βE CE (Hs , Hi , Fi ) (13)
= Fs R(Hs , Hi , Fs , Fi ) − µFs

(14)

= βH CH (Hs , Hi ) + βF CF (Hs , Fs , Fi ) + βE CE (Hs , Hi , Fi ) − Fi Ri (Hs , Hi , Fs , Fi )

(15)

= Fi Ri (Hs , Hi , Fs , Fi ) − µi Fi .

(16)

Forager reversion behaviour does not occur for the parameter set we explore for Model A, and can only
be induced by initial conditions where the number of foragers is proportionately high compared to the
number of hive bees. To avoid this behaviour we state that Model A is only valid for initial conditions
where
Fs + Fi
α
≤ ,
Hs + Hi + Fs + Fi
σ

(17)

eliminating the need for equations (13)-(16).
4.2.3

Parameter Values

Following [58], the egg laying rate of the queen is taken as L = 2000 eggs per day. The scaling parameter in the emergence function is taken as w = 5000 [59]. The efficacy factor is estimated as  = 0.8,
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meaning infected hive bees are 20% less efficient as susceptible hive bees at tending to the brood. The
work of [31] suggests that the earliest age of recruitment in the absence of foragers is 4 days old. This
corresponds to a maximum recruitment rate of α = 0.25. The scaling parameter for the effect of social inhibition on recruitment is taken from [58] as σ = 0.75. We estimate the proportion of time that
foragers spend inside the hive as ρ = 0.3 [94]. The death rate of susceptible foragers is estimated by
[12] as µ = 0.14, based on the approximate foraging lifespan of 6.76 days found by [26]. An N. ceranae
infection is estimated to double daily mortality [38], so we set the infected forager death rate as µi = 0.28.
Due to a lack of data we set the infected bee recruitment rate parameter ψi = 1 unless otherwise
stated. The value of the transmission coefficient βH is varied in numerical analyses. The values of the
transmission coefficients βF and βE are made dependent on βH to allow the rate of infection to be more
easily visualised. The relationships given between βF and βE with βH are justified in Section 4.4. It
will be explicitly stated when the value of any other parameters are changed from their values set out in
Table 1.

Parameter

Interpretation

Value

Ref.

2000 eggs/day

[22]
[59]

L

the egg laying rate of the queen

w

scaling parameter; value of Hs + Hi at which there is a 50%
egg survival rate

5 000



infected bee task efficiency factor compared to susceptible
bees

0.8

α

the maximum recruitment rate of susceptible hive bees to
foragers; occurs when there are no foragers in the colony

0.25

ψi

the proportional increase in the infected recruitment rate
over the susceptible recruitment rate

1

σ

scaling parameter for the effect of social inhibition on the
recruitment rate

0.75

βH

transmission coefficient for infection via trophallaxis between hive bees

varies in analysis

βF

transmission coefficient for infection via trophallaxis between hive and forager bees

βH

βE

transmission coefficient for infection via cleaning

[31]

[58]

βH /20000

ρ

the proportion of time that foragers are active inside the
hive during summer

0.3

µ

the mortality rate of susceptible foragers; inverse of their
average lifespan

0.14

[26]

µi

the mortality rate of infected forager bees; inverse of their
average lifespan

0.28

[38]

Table 1: List of parameter interpretations, values and references for Model A.
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4.3
4.3.1

Analytical Results
Equilibria

Two biologically relevant equilibria exist in the model: a disease-free equilibrium (D.F.E.) and an
librium where the number of infected bees is non-zero. There is only one nonnegative disease-free
librium, given by
√
−b + b2 − 4ac
H̄s =
2a
LH̄s
F¯s =
µ(w + H̄s )

equiequi-

(18)
(19)

where
a = αµ

(20)

b = (α − σ − µ)L + 2αµw

(21)

c = (α − σ − µ)wL + αµw2 − L2 .

(22)

A sensitivity analysis, summarised in Figure 3, shows that this equilibria is most sensitive to proportional
changes in the value of α and L. Both parameters have a more than one percent effect on the disease-free
equilibrium for one percent changes in their value.
There is a single infected equilibrium where the disease is endemic to the colony. It does not permit
an analytic solution, but with simplifications an approximation can be found. If we set ψi = 1 such that
R(Hs , Hi , Fs , Fi ) = Ri (Hs , Hi , Fs , Fi ) and set  = 1 then the endemic equilibrium for foragers is given by
LH̄i
µi (w + H̄s + H̄i )
LH̄s
F¯s =
.
µ(w + H̄s + H̄i )
F̄i =

(23)
(24)

H̄s is found by solving the cubic polynomial
3

2

H̄s + c2 H̄s + c1 H̄s + c0 = 0

(25)

where
σ
L L
− (1 + )
µ α
µ
H
L
w + Hi  L 
L
i
c1 = (w + Hi )(w + 3Hi ) + (α − σ)
+
−
w + 2Hi +
α
µi
µ
α
µ
L
L
L(α − σ)(w + Hi )
c0 = Hi (w + Hi )2 +
Hi − (w + Hi + )Hi .
αµi
α
µi

c2 = 2w + 3Hi +

(26)
(27)
(28)

The variable H̄i is found by equating the left-hand side and right-hand side of the equation
βH

H̄s H̄i
H̄s F̄i
+ βF ¯
+ βE H̄s (H̄i + ρF̄i ) = µi F̄i
H̄s + H̄i
Fs + F̄i

(29)

subject to equations (23), (24) and (25). This is only an approximation to the true endemic equilibrium,
but compares reasonably well against numerical simulation values. Table 2 shows the endemic equilibrium
values when βH = 0.04.
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Simplified analytic solution
for endemic steady state

Numerical solution for
endemic steady state

H̄s
F¯s

13 636

13 418

6 062

5 960

H̄i

13 500

13 193

F̄i

3 001

2 930

Variable

Table 2: Comparison of analytic and numeric endemic equilibrium values when ψi = 1 and βH = 0.04,
with βF = βH , βE = βH /20000 and  = 1.

Figure 3: The sensitivity of the disease-free equilibrium to parameter changes in (a) the susceptible
maximum recruitment rate α, (b) the social inhibition parameter σ, (c) the susceptible forager death rate
µ, (d) the queen’s egg laying rate L and (e) the brood survival scaling parameter w. Each parameter
ranges from 10% below its standard value to 10% above. The y-axis is fixed which allows the gradient of
changes to be compared.
4.3.2

R0 Expression

The expression for the basic reproduction number R0 of the model is obtained through the next generation matrix method described by Driessche and Watmough [25]. When R0 > 1 an infected individual
introduced into a healthy population will cause an epidemic, while if R0 < 1 infected individuals will die
faster than the disease can spread.
The terms of the differential equations are split into the vector F, which describes the rate of appearance of new infected individuals, and the vector V into which all other terms are placed. Let x0 be the
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disease-free equilibrium (DFE) values of the compartment populations. If the model is well-posed, the
Jacobians of F and V evaluated at the DFE will be of the form
!
A 0
DF(x0 ) =
(30)
J3 J4
!
B 0
DV(x0 ) =
.
(31)
0 0
R0 is then defined as
R0 = ρr (AB −1 )

(32)

where ρr denotes the spectral radius of the matrix AB −1 , which is the eigenvalue with the largest magnitude. This eigenvalue will always be positive, and will be greater than one if the disease-free equilibrium
is unstable and less than one if it is stable [25].
Following the compartment order of [25], let x = (Hi , Fi , Hs , Fs )T . Then
ẋ = F(x) − V(x)

(33)

where


i
i
+ βF Hs FsF+F
+ βE Hs (Hi + ρFi )
βH Hs HsH+H
i
i




F(x) = 











0
0

(34)

0
and all other terms are contained within V(x). The only rate of appearance of newly infected individuals
occurs in Ḣi , so all other entries in F(x) are zero. The D.F.E. is x0 = (0, 0, H̄s , F¯s )T . The matrix A is
given by
 


∂F1
∂F1
H̄s
(x0 )
(x0 ) βH + βE H̄s βF
+ βE ρH̄s 

∂Fi
 

 ∂Hi
F¯s
A=
(35)
=
,
 

 ∂F2
∂F2
(x0 )
(x0 )
0
0
∂Hi
∂Fi
and the matrix B by


∂V1
(x0 )

 ∂Hi
B=
 ∂V2
(x0 )
∂Hi

  

F¯s 
∂V1
0
(x0 )  ψi α − σ
∂Fi
H̄s + F¯s
 

=
,





¯
Fs
∂V2
−ψi α − σ
µ
(x0 )
i
∂Fi
H̄s + F¯s

leading to the next generation matrix

s
βF H̄
+ βE ρH̄s
βH + βE H̄s
F¯s
+


¯
Fs
µi

AB −1 =  ψi α − σ H̄s +F¯s

0
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s
βF H̄
+ βE ρH̄s
F¯

(36)



s

µi
0



.


(37)

The only non-zero eigenvalue of this matrix is
R0 =

βH + βE H̄s
ψi α −

¯
σ H̄ F+sF¯
s
s

+

s
βF H̄
+ βE ρH̄s
F¯
s

µi

.

(38)

The R0 expression is in its standard form. The numerator of the first term represents the contribution
of a single infected hive bee to disease transmission at the D.F.E. It is multiplied by the inverse of the
average lifespan of an infected hive bee at the D.F.E. The numerator and denominator of the second term
have corresponding interpretations for an infected forager.
The denominator of the first term will always be positive. At the D.F.E. susceptible recruitment must
be non-zero, otherwise no bees would be recruited to replace the dying foragers and the populations
would not be at a steady state. It must be positive by the condition given by equation (17), so that
¯
α − σ H̄ F+sF¯ > 0.
s

s

The sensitivities of R0 to the infection parameters are plotted in Figure 4. These are obtained analytically from the expressions for H̄s and F¯s given by equations (18) and (19) and R0 from equation
(38). R0 is sensitive to both the disease transmission parameters and the infected recruitment scaling
parameter.

Figure 4: The sensitivity of R0 to parameter changes in (a) the infected recruitment scaling parameter ψi ,
(b) the infected forager mortality rate µi and (c) the disease transmission parameter βH , with the other
transmission parameters given by βF = βH and βE = βH /20000. Mid-values of ψi = 1 and βH = 0.02
are chosen while the mid-value of µi is its standard value of µi = 0.28. Each parameter ranges from 10%
below to 10% above its mid-value.
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4.4

Numerical Results

Numerical simulations of the model are calculated using the ordinary differential equation solver ‘ode45’
in MATLAB. Typical behaviour of the model is shown in Figure 5, where the disease-free and endemic
equilibria are reached for initial conditions without and with infected bees respectively. We use a biologically realistic approach and introduce N. ceranae into a healthy colony through ten infected foragers.

Figure 5: Typical behaviour of the model for infection parameter values βH = 0.03, ψi = 1 and all other
parameters at their standard values. In (a) the DFE is reached when using initial conditions of 16000
susceptible hive bees, 8000 susceptible foragers and no infected bees. In (c) the endemic equilibrium is
reached by the same initial conditions with ten infected foragers. Graph (b) shows the total colony size
of (a) over time, and graph (d) shows the total colony size of (c) over time.
N. ceranae infection depresses the population of the colony and also alters the social structure. The ratio
of foragers to total bees decreases from 0.2904 at the D.F.E. to 0.2780 at the endemic equilibrium. This
change is small, but becomes more pronounced at greater values of the disease transmission parameters.
Biologically a lower forager ratio increases the strain on the colony’s food collection rate, which leads to
a weaker and smaller colony. However the reduction in the forager ratio can be mitigated if the rate of
recruitment of infected bees is higher than that of susceptible bees. In the model the parameter ψi ≥ 1
models this difference. The relationship between the disease transmission parameters, ψi and the forager
ratio is shown in Figure 6.
In Figure 5 (c) there is a long transient period where the number of infected bees is negligible, and
it takes roughly 300 days to reach the endemic steady state. It is unknown if this is biologically reasonable, as N. ceranae infection within a colony is typically only noticed once it is already endemic. Both of
these periods are shortened with higher disease transmission. Figure 7 shows the amount of time taken
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for a non-negligible number of bees to become infected and the proportion of bees infected at steady state
for different transmission parameter values.

Figure 6: The effect of βH on the forager ratio for different values of the infected recruitment rate scaling parameter ψi . The other transmission parameters are given by βF = βH and
βE = βH /20000.

Figure 7: The time taken to reach 500 infected
bees and the extent of the infection at the endemic
steady state for different disease transmission values.

N. ceranae infection alters the social structure of a colony by reducing the proportion of workers who are
foragers. If we model the precocious foraging induced by N. ceranae [38] through an increased infected
recruitment rate, the severity of infection symptoms is reduced. When infected hive bees are recruited
faster they have shorter lifespans, which reduces transmission rates and results in a lower proportion of
workers who are infected. The infected workers become foragers faster which balances the high death
rate of infected foragers. This mitigates the deleterious effects on the ratio of foragers to total workers,
shown in Figure 6. Our model shows that the effect of N. ceranae on the behavioural maturation rate of
worker bees has a significant effect on the severity of an endemic infection.
In Figure 7 the infection progresses more quickly in the colony for higher transmission values, and a
higher proportion of the population is infected at steady state. In experiments between 20% and 80% of
bees are infected in hives where N. ceranae is present [48], which allows us to establish an appropriate
parameter range of [0, 0.16] for βH . The proportion of bees infected at equilibrium is sensitive to the
transmission parameters for βH ≤ 0.1, but becomes less sensitive for values of βH ≥ 0.1.
An N. ceranae infection reduces the population of a colony but cannot cause the death of a colony
in this model under the typical parameter values, shown in Figure 8. Even when infection occurs unrealistically fast the colony can persist with a population entirely made up of infected bees. The parameter
w in the emergence rate of susceptible hive bees can change this. In [58] this parameter determines how
quickly the emergence rate of adult bees approaches the egg-laying rate L as the number of bees increases.
An increase of w above its standard value of w = 5000 reduces the emergence rate and the size of the
simulated colony. The smaller size makes the colony more prone to failure, and N. ceranae can cause the
death of a small colony. This relationship is illustrated in Figure 9, with an example of a colony failure
in Figure 10.
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Figure 8: Time traces of an epidemic started by ten infected foragers for disease transmission values (a)
βH = 0.16, (b) βH = 1 and (c) βH = 10. The colony does not collapse in any of these cases.
In Figure 9 an infection started by ten infected foragers is continued for 1000 days for different values of
βH and w. When βH = 0, an increase in w reduces the size of the colony at the disease-free equilibrium.
When the disease-free population is low enough a severe infection can reduce the number of bees to close
to zero. Displayed in Figure 10 the populations slowly decline over several years, until by day 800 less
than 200 bees remain. While the populations do not reach zero, biologically once a colony consists of only
a few hundred bees it will collapse, as pheromone concentrations are not high enough and social dynamics
break down. In this model we choose w = 5000 to attain 46 944 bees at the DFE which represents a
strong colony.

Figure 9: The effect of βH on the total colony size
for different values of the parameter w. The other
transmission parameters are given by βF = βH
and βE = βH /20000.

Figure 10: A time trace of a severe epidemic in a
small colony with w = 25000, βH = 0.16.
.

The relative importance of the trophallaxis and cleaning transmission routes is biologically unknown. We
set βF = βH , assuming that the virulence of N. ceranae transmitted via trophallaxis is the same for both
hive bees and foragers. We compare the virulence of trophallaxis and cleaning transmission in Figure
11. An epidemic with trophallaxis transmission only and an epidemic with cleaning transmission only
are shown. At the endemic equilibrium 25% of bees are infected in both cases. The value of the cleaning
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transmission parameter βE that achieves this is approximately 20 000 times smaller than the equivalent
value of βH , hence the standard relationship of βE = βH /20000. Disease transmission via cleaning only
results in an epidemic that develops more quickly than via trophallaxis transmission. This suggests that
dispersal of spores amongst the adult workers is more efficiently achieved via environmental sources than
via bee to bee transmission.

Figure 11: Epidemics started by ten infected foragers with only one type of transmission. In (a) βH =
βF = 0.0497, βE = 0 and 25% of bees are infected at t = 800. In (b) βH = βF = 0, βE = 0.000002466
and 25% of bees are infected at t = 800.

Figure 12: Contour plot of the proportion of infected bees to total bees at steady state for different
combinations of values of βH = βF , the transmission coefficients for infection via trophallaxis, and βE ,
the transmission coefficient for infection via cleaning.
In Figure 12 the trophallaxis and cleaning transmission coefficients are varied separately. The ratio of
the number of infected bees to total bees at steady state is plotted at each point. The trophallaxis
coefficients, with βH = βF , have a range of [0, 0.16] from Figure 7. The corresponding range for βE is
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[0, 0.000008]. The model produces results along the y = x line when βE = βH /20000. The severity of
infection at steady state is more sensitive to increases in the virulence of trophallaxis transmission than
cleaning transmission. This contrasts to Figure 11 which suggested cleaning transmission results in a
more rapid infection. It may be that in the short term spores on the comb spread N. ceranae quickly, but
the rate of trophallaxis virulence has more of an impact on long term disease dynamics. Further experiments on the bee to bee transmission of N. ceranae would yield more data for comparison with the model.
For lower values of the transmission coefficients in Figure 12, the infection ratio at steady state was
zero and the colony remained at the disease-free equilibrium. When βF = βH and βE = βH /20000, the
D.F.E. becomes unstable at βH ≈ 0.015278. This is the minimum virulence at which an N. ceranae
outbreak can occur. The threshold value is confirmed by numerical simulations and by the expression
for R0 in equation (38), which is approximately one at this value. In Figure 13 the bifurcation diagrams,
obtained from the bifurcation software program ‘xpp AUTO’, are shown. A transcritical bifurcation is
observed for each population as the disease-free and endemic equilibria swap stability. The bifurcation
point is dependent on the infected recruitment parameter ψi and the forager death rates µ and µi .

Figure 13: Bifurcation diagrams of the equilibrium populations of (a) Hs , (b) Fs , (c) Hi and (d) Fi
against βH , with βF = βH and βE = βH /20000.
In this model colony death cannot be induced by increases in the forager death rates µ and µi . Even
when the death rates are increased to the point that foragers die almost instantly, so that the maximum
recruitment rate α occurs, enough brood are reared to replace the recruited hive bees. The survival of
the brood is not linked to the foragers in any way. This is displayed in Figures 14 (a) and (b), where both
a disease-free and infected colony are subjected to high forager death rates. Both colonies survive despite
consisting almost entirely of hive bees. This is biologically unrealistic, and motivates the linking of the forager population via food collection to the survival of the colony in Model B, presented in the next chapter.
Disease transmission coefficients given by βH = 0.16, βF = βH and βE = βH /20000 result in the in26

fection of over 80% of adult workers, shown in Figure 7. By contrast in Figure 14 (b), where forager
death rates are high, these same coefficient values result in a much lower proportion of infected bees. The
forager death rates have a profound impact on the severity of the endemic infection. When the foragers
die quickly the rate of recruitment increases, and infected hive bees are rapidly removed from the hive.
The compartment lifespans of both infected hive bees and infected foragers are reduced, which allows less
time for disease transmission and reduces the severity of infection.

Figure 14: In (a) a time trace of a disease-free colony with susceptible forager death rate µ = 5 is plotted.
In (b) a time trace of an infected colony with µ = 5, infected forager death rate µi = 2µ and βH = 0.16
is plotted. In (c) a time trace of an infected colony with µ = 0.14, µi = 10 and βH = 0.16 is plotted. The
other disease transmission parameters are their standard values, and ψi = 1. Note the change in vertical
scale between plots.
Significant reductions of infection severity are only observed if the mortality rates of both susceptible and
infected foragers are increased. The number of infected foragers at endemic steady state is typically low.
Hence an increase of only the infected forager mortality has a small impact on social inhibition in the
recruitment rate and therefore infection severity. Even if the infected foragers die almost instantly, the
disease can persist through the infected hive bees. This is displayed in Figure 14 (c), where the hive bees
through their large numbers drive the infection even in the absence of infected foragers.
The reduction in the number of bees infected when forager mortality is high suggests a high risk method
of infection removal. It suggests that colonies under stress, with an external factor such as pesticides
which increases forager death rates, are more resilient to N. ceranae infection. The increased recruitment
to replace dead foragers allows less time for infected hive bees to transmit the disease to susceptible
bees. Infected foragers will die quickly with the symptoms of N. ceranae and the external stressor. They
also will have little time to transmit the disease to susceptible bees. The intentional increase by a beekeeper of forager mortality, for a period of months, could result in the removal of the disease from a colony.
In Figure 15, for a single set of transmission coefficient values given by βH = 0.03, the extent to which
forager mortality must be increased to remove infection is shown. The numerical steady states are plotted
against the susceptible forager death rate µ. The severity of infection lowers as µ is increased, and once
µ > 0.28 the disease fails to take hold in the colony. The removal of infection comes at a cost as the
total colony size is reduced. In this model simulated colonies cannot collapse, but biologically smaller
colonies are more prone to colony death than larger ones. This method is better suited to removing
minor infections, as only a small increase of the forager death rates and a small reduction in colony size
is needed in that case.
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In Figure 16 an example of infection removal is displayed. When standard forager death rates are applied
R0 > 1 and the populations move towards an endemic steady state. When the forager death rates are
increased, R0 drops below one and the number of infected bees tends to zero. The susceptible populations move towards a small disease-free equilibrium. In the simulated colonies the number of infected
bees does not reach zero due to limitations of numerical accuracy. When there is less than one infected
bee remaining in the model, biologically the colony can be considered cured as fractions of live bees do
not exist in nature. Once the infection has been removed, the temporary increase of the forager death
rates, by natural or artificial means, can be lifted and the colony will return to a strong DFE.

Figure 16: A time trace of an infected colony
where the susceptible forager death rate is increased to µ = 0.5 at t = 100. The infected
forager death rate is given by µi = 2µ, and the
transmission parameters are βH = 0.06, βF = βH
and βE = βH /20000.

Figure 15: The numerical steady state populations against the susceptible forager death rate
µ, with the infected forager death rate given by
µi = 2µ. Initial conditions including infected bees
with βH = 0.06 were used.

4.5

Discussion

Model A joins honey bee population dynamics with infection terms specific to N. ceranae, which no
other model in the literature has thus far done. The model remains partially analytically tractable with
a single disease-free and a single endemic equilibrium, and an expression for R0 . Several insights into
N. ceranae infection are found. Infection reduces both the colony size and the proportion of foragers
among the adult workers which weakens the colony. The proportion of adults infected is dependent on
the transmission parameters, but once 80% of the workers are infected this proportion is less sensitive
to increases in virulence. With transmission route-specific infection terms, the model finds that spores
on the comb result in a rapid spread of N. ceranae but the extent of trophallaxis infection has a greater
effect on steady state infection severity. It is the infected hive bees that drive an endemic infection rather
than infected foragers, and anything which results in the quicker recruitment of hive bees will decrease
the transmission of N. ceranae.
This model is unable to produce rapid colony collapses, either due to an exceptionally virulent disease or high forager death rates. The eclosion of new adult workers is dependent only on the number of
hive bees, so new bees can be raised even in the complete absence of foragers. To improve the model the
emergence of new workers must be linked to health of the forager population. The combination of the
honey bee life cycle and infection dynamics yields information on how to cure a colony. Any treatment
or factor that increases the rate of recruitment of hive bees to foragers will have beneficial effects on the
colony. The infected hive bees, who make up the bulk of the infected workers, will be drawn out of the
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hive quicker and have less time to pass the disease on to others. Once they have been recruited to forage,
the symptoms of energy deficiency and increased hunger ensure that infected foragers will die quickly,
and similarly have little time to spread the disease.
Model A is useful for exploring the transient and steady state dynamics of N. ceranae epidemics in
a single colony, but further extensions are needed to model realistic colony deaths and explore how N.
ceranae can contribute to Colony Collapse Disorder.
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5

Model B: Nosema ceranae Age-Dependent ODE Disease Model

The second model presented extends Model A with three major additions: a compartment for the number
of uncapped brood, a compartment for the level of stored food in the colony, and an age-dependence.
These additions produce a more realistic model for the colony’s population and food dynamics, including
colony failures, and allow the impact of N. ceranae infection to be more comprehensively examined.

5.1

Colony Structure

We denote the number of uncapped worker brood (eggs and larvae) in the colony by B. We ignore the
relatively small number of drone bee and queen bee brood. Once a larva has pupated and no longer needs
to be fed we assume it will survive to emergence. The amount of stored food in the colony is denoted by
f and is measured in grams. Following [59] for simplicity we do not differentiate between nectar and pollen.
The survival of the uncapped brood is dependent on the number of hive bees available for brood tending
and the amount of stored food available for feeding. When stored food is low cannibalism occurs, as the
nurse bees recycle nutrients from brood that the colony can’t support. This is modelled by an increased
uncapped brood mortality rate when food is low. Workers build wax caps on the uncapped brood cells
when the larvae inside them pupate. At the end of their pupation, new adult bees emerge as susceptible hive bees. The social dynamics then follow the same processes of recruitment and death as in Model A.
Food is collected by the foragers and consumed by the hive bees, the foragers and the uncapped brood.
Low levels of food can stimulate precocious foraging in hive bees [100, 112]. Hence the amount of stored
food also affects the recruitment rate in addition to uncapped brood survival.
The population dynamics of Model B without infection are displayed in Figure 17.

Figure 17: The honey bee social dynamics of Model B without infection [59].
The transmission routes and methods of N. ceranae spread are the same as in Model A. We make the
same assumption that susceptible foragers cannot be infected. Bees infected with N. ceranae are hungrier [74] so infected bees consume food at an increased rate compared to susceptible bees. The infected
recruitment rate is also dependent on the level of stored food. Infected foragers exhibit poorer flight
performance than susceptible foragers [27], which leads to a decreased food collection rate.
The full compartmental structure for Model B is shown in Figure 18.
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Figure 18: The compartmental structure of Model B. The solid arrows represent compartment transfers
and the dashed arrows explain disease and food dynamics.
The age-dependence is governed by the average age at onset of foraging (AAOF), denoted by a for susceptible bees and ai for infected bees. It is measured in days since eclosion, and is the average age at which
hive bees are recruited to foraging. Typically in a healthy hive this value ranges from 18-21 days [38, 120].
Lower AAOF values indicate bees are foraging precociously. Younger foragers are less proficient fliers
[113] and hence will have a lower rate of food collection. They also have shorter lifespans [69, 98]. Very
young bees may even die during their initial orientation flights, and never commence a foraging flight or
collect food [86]. We consider such bees to have failed to transition to foraging.
The effects of age on foragers are modelled by adding age-dependencies to certain terms in the model.
The forager mortality rates, foraging flight rate per day, and transition survival rate are all dependent
on the AAOF.

5.2
5.2.1

Model Formulation
Model Terms and Equations

The rate of change of the number of uncapped brood is given by
dB
= S(Hs , Hi , f ) − φB.
dt

(39)

The survival of the uncapped brood is now dependent on food as well as hive bee numbers. It is given by
S(Hs , Hi , f ) = L

Hs + Hi
f2
.
w + Hs + Hi f 2 + b2

(40)

Once f becomes close to the parameter b, the survival rate of the uncapped brood will drop. When f is
much higher than b, the food-dependent fraction will have a negligible effect on brood survival. When
there is no food all uncapped brood will die. The uncapped brood pupate at a rate φ, the inverse of the
uncapped brood development time for workers. For simplicity we assume that the pupation development
period is instantaneous, and that all bees survive their pupation.
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The rate of change for the number of susceptible hive bees is
dHs
= φB − Hs R(Hs , Hi , Fs , Fi , f ) − βH CH (Hs , Hi ) − βF CF (Hs , Fs , Fi ) − βE CE (Hs , Hi , Fi ). (41)
dt
From our assumptions about pupation, the number of adult workers that emerge at time t is equal to the
number of uncapped brood that pupate at time t. There is no data on how food levels might affect N.
ceranae virulence, so the three infection functions are the same as in Model A. The recruitment function
now has a food component formulated by [59], and is given by
R(Hs , Hi , Fs , Fi , f ) = αs + αf

b2
Fs + Fi
.
−σ
b2 + f 2
Hs + Hi + Fs + Fi

(42)

Similar to the brood survival function, the food component only has a significant effect when f is low,
close to the value of b. When food is plentiful (f  b) it has negligible effect on the maturation rate of
hive bees. When food is low precocious foraging is induced. The term for social inhibition is unchanged.
The maximum recruitment rate is now αs + αf , and will occur when there is no food and there are
no foragers in the colony. The parameter αf governs the magnitude of the effect of low food on the
recruitment rate. Following [59] we set αs = αf such that, in the absence of both foragers and food, the
recruitment rate is doubled compared to when food is plentiful [100].
The infected recruitment function is

Ri (Hs , Hi , Fs , Fi , f ) = ψi αs + αf


b2
Fs + Fi
−
σ
.
b2 + f 2
Hs + Hi + Fs + Fi

(43)

The parameter ψi ≥ 1 models the effect of precocious foraging induced by N. ceranae infection [27, 38].
The maximum infected recruitment rate is ψi (αs + αf ) when there is no food and there are no foragers.
Following [86] the average age at onset of foraging for susceptible bees is

amax
for R(Hs , Hi , Fs , Fi , f ) ≤
a=
1

otherwise
R(Hs , Hi , Fs , Fi , f )

1
amax

(44)

where amax = 30 ensures that the AAOF remains biologically realistic for low values of the recruitment
rate. The inverse of the recruitment rate gives the average time that an uninfected bee spends in the
susceptible hive bee compartment. The infected bee AAOF is given by

1
amax
for Ri (Hs , Hi , Fs , Fi , f ) ≤ amax
ai =
(45)
1

otherwise.
Ri (Hs , Hi , Fs , Fi , f )
When precocious foraging induced by N. ceranae is modelled by setting ψi > 1, the AAOF of infected
bees will be lower than the susceptible AAOF.
The rate of change of the number of susceptible foragers is given by
dFs
= Hs R(Hs , Hi , Fs , Fi , f )T (a) − ms M (a).
(46)
dt
The transition survival function T (a) models what proportion of hive bees survive their orientation
flights that they make before starting for forage as a function of the AAOF. It is formulated by [86] from
observations and given by
(
0.06(a − 5) + 0.5 for a ≤ 13.3
T (a) =
(47)
1
for a > 13.3
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Mortality in orientation flights only begins once the AAOF falls below 13.3 days. This mortality increases
linearly in the model as the AAOF reduces. The transition survival rate for infected bees is given by T (ai ).
The susceptible forager mortality rate consists of a scaling parameter ms multiplied by an age dependent
function M (a). This function models data in [86]. We modify the function to add a case for when a is
close to amin such that

(a − amin )4 + 3

for a ≥ 2.1
(48)
M (a) = (4.94 + 0.08a)(a − amin )4

10000
for a < 2.1
where amin = 1/(αs + αf ) is the minimum age at which hive bees can become foragers in this model.

Figure 19: The transition survival function T (a) and forager mortality function M (a). We use amin = 2
from the parameter values given in Section 5.2.2.
The rate of change of the number of infected hive bees is given by
dHi
= βH CH (Hs , Hi ) + βF CF (Hs , Fs , Fi ) + βE CE (Hs , Fs , Fi ) − Hi Ri (Hs , Hi , Fs , Fi , f ).
dt

(49)

It is identical to the infected hive bee differential equation of Model A except for the food-dependent
infected recruitment rate, given in Equation (43).
The rate of change of the number of infected foragers is given by
dFi
= Hi Ri (Hs , Hi , Fs , Fi , f )T (ai ) − mi M (ai ).
dt

(50)

The transition survival rate and mortality rate for infected bees is dependent on the infected AAOF.
When ψi > 1 (see equation (43)) this models the effect of precocious foraging induced by N. ceranae
infection. The parameter mi > ms models the increased mortality of infected foragers due their impaired
flight capabilities and energetic stress [27, 74].
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Stored food f refers to the weight in grams of collected nectar and pollen stored in the colony in all
forms. The rate of change is given as the rate of collection by the foragers minus the consumption rate
of the workers and uncapped brood,
df
= ct N (a)Fs + ct N (ai )Fi − γA (Hs + Fs + η(Hi + Fi )) − γB B.
dt

(51)

The parameter ct is the average amount of food, measured in grams, collected by a forager in a single
foraging trip. The function N (a) is the average number of trips that a forager makes per day dependent
on the AAOF. The number of trips infected foragers make per day is dependent on the infected AAOF.
Infected foragers are hungrier [38] which reduces the amount of food collected per trip as they consume
more during their flights. They are also poorer fliers [27] which could reduce the number of trips they
take per day. Both of these effects are modelled by the efficiency parameter , which reduces the infected
forager food collection rate.
Adult workers consume food at the average rate of γA grams per day. Following [59] we assume the
hive to forager ratio equilibrates quickly enough that this average can be taken. The infected workers
consume food at an increased rate modelled by the parameter η > 1. The uncapped brood consume food
at an average rate of γB grams per day.
The function N (a) for the average number of forager flights per day dependent on the AAOF was
modelled on data in [86]. We make a slight change to formulate N (a) as

2

for a ≤ 10
−0.02(a − 10) + 3.5
N (a) = 1
(52)
for a > 22.9


2
−0.015(a − 10) + 3.5 otherwise.
The number of trips increases with AAOF up to 10 days, then decreases. We assume that all foragers
will make at least one trip per day.

Figure 20: The function N (a) for the average number of trips a forager completes per day.
Equations (39), (41), (46), (49), (50) and (51) form the system of ordinary differential equations for
Model B.
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To avoid forager reversion we state that Model B is only valid if the following condition is met:
αs
Fs + Fi
≤
Hs + Hi + Fs + Fi
σ

(53)

This is always true for the parameter set explored in this thesis as long as the initial conditions also
satisfy the condition. This condition is equivalent to restricting the susceptible recruitment rate to be
zero or positive, and will also ensure the infected recruitment rate is zero or positive.
5.2.2

Parameter Values

The uncapped brood development for worker bees takes 9 days, so we take the pupation rate φ = 1/9.
The parameters L = 2000,  = 0.8 and w = 5000 are the same as in Model A. The scaling parameter for
food is b = 500 grams [59]. Once the amount of stored food is close to this value the effects of the terms
that model food shortage grow rapidly. Following [59] we take the recruitment parameters αs = 0.25,
αf = 0.25 and σ = 0.75. There is no clear data on what the value of the infected recruitment rate
parameter ψi should be. We vary it in some analysis, but otherwise we set its value to ψi = 1. The
infection transmission coefficient βH will be varied in analysis, with the same relationships of βF = βH
and βE = βH /20000 as in Model A for simplicity. The forager mortality scaling parameters are ms = 1
and mi = 2, so is doubled in foragers with N. ceranae infection compared to healthy foragers [38]. The
food collection and consumption parameters are taken from [59] where they are based on data from Harbo
[40]. Average forager food collection per trip is ct = 0.033 grams, while average adult and brood food
consumption per day are γA = 0.007 and γB = 0.018 grams respectively. One experiment has shown that
N. ceranae infected bees are 50% hungrier than uninfected bees [74], however the bees were taken out
of the hive and tested in lab conditions. We therefore use a conservative estimate of a 20% increase in
hunger, using a value of η = 1.2.
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Parameter
φ
L
w

b
αs
αf
σ
ψi
βH
βF
βE
ρ
ms
mi
ct
γA
γB
η

Interpretation
the pupation rate of uncapped brood; inverse of the average
uncapped brood development period
the egg laying rate of the queen
scaling parameter for the effect of hive bee numbers on brood
survival
infected bee task efficiency factor compared to susceptible
bees
scaling parameter for the effect of low food on recruitment
and brood survival
susceptible recruitment rate parameter; occurs when there
is plentiful food and no foragers in the colony
recruitment rate parameter for the effect of low food; has
full effect when f = 0
scaling parameter for the effect of social inhibition on the
recruitment rate
increase in the infected recruitment rate over the susceptible
recruitment rate
transmission coefficient for infection via trophallaxis between hive bees
transmission coefficient for infection via trophallaxis between hive and forager bees
transmission coefficient for infection via cleaning
the proportion of time that foragers are active inside the
hive during summer
scaling parameter for the mortality of susceptible foragers
scaling parameter for the mortality of infected foragers
average forager food collection per foraging trip
average adult worker food consumption rate
average uncapped brood food consumption rate
parameter for the increase in food consumption by infected
bees

Value

Ref.

1/9

[120]

2000 eggs/day

[22]

5 000

[58]

0.8
500 grams

[59]

0.25

[59]

0.25

[59]

0.75

[59]

1
varies in analysis
βH
βH /20000
0.3
1.0
2.0
0.033 grams
0.007 grams/day
0.018 grams/day

[38]
[38]
[59]
[59]
[59]

1.2

[74]

Table 3: List of parameter interpretations, values and references for Model B.

5.3

Numerical Results

The inclusion of food, brood and age in the model increases complexity to the extent that no significant
analytical results can be found, as the algebra is typically intractable. Hence we analyse the model through
numerical simulations. The simulations are calculated by the ordinary differential equation solver ‘ode45’
in MATLAB.
5.3.1

Equilibrium Analysis

The model has no true non-zero equilibria, as the amount of stored food has no positive steady state.
Since there is no maximum food capacity in the model, in simulations f → ∞ in a healthy hive. We
therefore define a numerical steady state as when the bee populations are at equilibrium to machine
accuracy, which will occur once the value of f is large enough. Two numerical steady states are observed:
a disease-free equilibrium (DFE) and an endemic equilibrium. A sensitivity analysis of the DFE to new
parameters in Model B is shown in Figure 21. For each parameter value, a disease-free colony is simulated
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for 1000 days to reach its DFE. Following [86] each simulated colony starts with 16 000 susceptible hive
bees, 8 000 susceptible foragers, 2 kilograms of stored food and no brood.

Figure 21: A numerical sensitivity analysis of the DFE of Model B that were not in Model A, and σ as
the form of the recruitment function changed from Model A. Each parameter is varied from 10% below
to 10% above its standard value from Table 3. The numbers of susceptible hive bees, susceptible foragers
and uncapped brood are plotted at each parameter value.
The DFE is not sensitive to the food parameters in Figure 21 (b), (d)-(g) since food is plentiful in a
healthy colony. Higher values of αs in (a) increase the recruitment rate and result in fewer hive bees,
while higher values of σ in (c) result in more hive bees because the effect of social inhibition is increased.
An increase in the pupation rate φ in (h) results in lower amounts of uncapped brood and higher mortality
rates in (i) lead to smaller colony sizes.
The DFE with standard parameter values and an endemic equilibrium are shown in Figure 22. The
endemic equilibrium in Figure 22 (b) is a minor infection with transmission coefficients given by βH =
βF = 0.03.
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Figure 22: The two numerical equilibria observed in Model B. In (a) the disease-free equilibrium is reached
with f → ∞. In (b) N. ceranae is introduced by ten infected foragers with transmission parameters
βH = 0.03, βF = βH and βE = βH /20000. An endemic equilibrium is reached with f → ∞. The level of
stored food is measured on the right-hand axis while the bee population numbers are measured on the
left-hand axis.
The disease-free colony in Figure 22 (a) has roughly half as many uncapped brood as hive bees at steady
state, and 26% of the adult workers are foragers. The colony’s food collection rate is higher than food
consumption, and the amount of stored food tends to infinity. In Figure 22 (b) the endemic equilibrium
has a smaller population but a similar number of brood to the DFE. The number of uncapped brood is
relatively invariant to infection compared to the number of adult bees. A similar effect on social dynamics as in Model A is observed, as 25% of the adult workers are foragers. The infected foragers reduce
the food collection rate, and along with the infected hive bees increase food consumption. The food surplus is correspondingly lower in the infected hive, however the amount of stored food still tends to infinity.
The average age at onset of foraging for the DFE in Figure 22 (a) is 18.2 days. This corresponds
with biological data that bees in a healthy colony commence foraging at 18-21 days after eclosion [120].
The AAOF at the endemic equilibrium in Figure 22 (b) is 15.9 days. Since ψi = 1, the susceptible and
infected AAOF are the same. N. ceranae infection increases the rate of recruitment of hive bees, as the
infected foragers die more quickly and reduce the effect of social inhibition. The reduction in AAOF
is a clear indicator of how the disease affects the health of the colony. Younger foragers lead to higher
mortality rates and can lead to lower amounts of food collection.
Slightly lower proportions of the adult workers are infected at steady state for each value of the transmission parameters compared to Model A. A ratio of infected to total workers of 80% is only observed at
βH = 0.2, hence we set the typical range of βH for Model B as βH = [0, 0.2]. For transmission coefficients
up to βH = 0.2, Model B does not produce a colony failure due to N. ceranae infection alone. Figure 23
(a) shows the numerical equilibria of bee populations against the infection transmission parameters given
by βH . The amount of stored food goes to infinity at all equilibria and the colonies survive. The decline
in the number of infected bees above βH = 0.08 is due to the total population decline; the proportion
of infected workers increases but their absolute number decreases. Once again the number of uncapped
brood is relatively insensitive to the infection rate.
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Figure 23: In (a) the equilibria are plotted against the transmission parameter βH , with βF = βH and
βE = βH /20000. The equilibria are determined by simulating the colony until t = 1000 days. (b)
shows the time course of a severe infection is introduced to a healthy colony by ten infected foragers
with βH = 0.2. The amount of stored food is measured on the right-hand axis while the bee population
numbers are measured on the left-hand axis.
In Figure 23 (b) the time trace of a severe infection with βH = 0.2 is displayed. The epidemic occurs
rapidly and 80% of the adults are infected, but the amount of stored food still increases. The AAOF has
dropped to 10.8 days. If we model precocious foraging induced by N. ceranae infection by ψi > 1, the
reduction in the infected AAOF will be exacerbated.
5.3.2

Types of Colony Failure

The inclusion of food in the model allows colony death due to food shortage to occur. When the amount
of stored food becomes low, the food-dependent terms result in low uncapped brood survival due to
cannibalism and high recruitment. This reduces the number of hive bees, which in turn reduces brood
survival further. As the rate of recruitment increases, the AAOF decreases which has detrimental effects
on forager survival and food collection. These dynamics culminate in the rapid depopulation of simulated
colonies, over roughly 40 days.
High forager death rate
For food shortage to occur the amount of stored food must decrease with time. This can be induced by
a number of parameters. In Figure 24 (a) the stored food in a disease-free colony decreases due to a high
forager mortality rate of ms = 2.04, just over double a healthy susceptible death rate. The populations
start to tend towards a small DFE, but with a proportionally low number of foragers. Food collection
is outstripped by food consumption, and once there is less than one kilo of stored food there is a sharp
drop in brood and hive bee numbers. The forager population is briefly sustained by the high recruitment
rate of hive bees at t = 200, but then decreases to zero. The simulation stops when it has zero foragers
or zero stored food.
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Figure 24: A colony failure caused by a high forager death rate. In (a) the time trace of the collapse of
a disease-free colony is displayed, where the susceptible forager death rate is given by ms = 2.04. The
initial condition is 16000 susceptible hive bees, 8000 foragers, 2000 grams of food and no brood. In (b)
the AAOF is plotted as the colony failure in (a) occurs.
The value of the AAOF over the time course of the colony failure in Figure 24 (a) is plotted in Figure
24 (b). AAOF is given by a = 1/R(Hs , Hi , Fs , Fi , f ). The low proportion of foragers leads to a high
recruitment rate and a sharp drop in AAOF by t = 20. When stored food is decreasing, the AAOF is
roughly 9 days, and it decreases sharply to the minimum value of 2 days as the colony collapses.
High disease transmission
In Figure 25 (a) stored food decreases due to a very severe N. ceranae infection with a transmission
parameter value of βH = 0.4, which is outside our typical range. This is shown as an example of how
virulent the disease would need to be in this model to collapse a colony by itself. Here 88% of the adult
workers are infected by t = 100. The poor collection rates of the infected foragers and the high consumption rate of the infected bees contribute to a decline in food stares, and even the susceptible foragers
perform poorly due to the low AAOF value from t = 40 onwards.
The colony’s death is similar to Figure 24 (a), as uncapped brood survival decreases and the number of hive bees falls sharply once stored food levels decrease below one kilo. There is a kink at t = 190
where the concavity of the food, infected hive bees and brood curves change. This is caused by a slight
drop in the percentage of infected bees as the death rate of the foragers peaks, a phenomenon explored
in Section 5.4.3.
The AAOF plotted in Figure 25 (b) follows a similar pattern as the disease-free collapse. When stored
food declines the AAOF is roughly 10 days, and decreases to 2 days when the colony collapses. The staggered decrease is due to the kink at t = 190. In both Figures 24 (b) and 25 (b) the AAOF has dropped
to 10 days or below, which suggests this is a threshold value below which the colony will collapse. The
disease transmission parameter values required to induce a colony failure through N. ceranae alone are
very large. Transmission values of βH ≥ 0.242 are required to decrease food under typical colony conditions. This suggests that N. ceranae by itself is rarely the sole cause of colony collapse disorder unless it
is a highly virulent strain.
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Figure 25: A colony failure caused by an infection with high disease transmission parameters. In (a) the
time trace of the collapse of an infected colony is shown, where βH = 0.4, βF = βH , βE = βH /20000 and
the forager death rate are the standard values. The initial condition includes ten infected foragers. In
(b) the AAOF is plotted as the colony failure in (a) occurs.

Figure 26: A colony failure caused by both an infection and increased forager death rates. In (a) the time
trace of the collapse the colony is shown, where βH = 0.16, βF = βH and βE = βH /20000. The forager
death rates are given by ms = 1.3 and mi = 2ms , a 30% increase over their normal values. In (b) the
AAOF is plotted as the colony failure in (a) occurs.
High forager death rates and disease transmission
In Figure 26 a combination of a severe but realistic N. ceranae infection and a 30% increase in the
forager death rates causes the failure of a colony. Neither of these factors alone is enough to cause
the failure of a colony. The increased death rates model an external factor such as pesticide use on
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nearby crops which affects the longevity of the foragers. Since the forager death rates are elevated, a
disease transmission rate of βH = 0.16 is enough to cause food to decline and the colony to starve. This
is within our range of βH = [0, 0.2], and is a more reasonable value for the transmission rate of N. ceranae.
The colony failure in Figure 26 is a biologically realistic example of how N. ceranae can contribute
to a colony failure. A disease-free colony with 30% increased forager death rates will not collapse, and
neither will an infected colony with β = 0.16 with normal death rates. The disease is a contributing factor that in conjunction with other causes can kill colonies, consistent with the multi-factorial hypothesis
behind CCD.
Discussion
Rapid depopulation, abandoned food and brood, and a lack of dead bees inside the hive are all symptoms
of CCD [116]. The failed colonies in Figures 24 (a), 25 (a) and 26 (a) all exhibit rapid depopulation,
and have food and brood remaining at the point of collapse. This confirms that Model B can simulate
colony failures with characteristics of CCD. While there are also some hive bees remaining at collapse in
the model results, biologically once a colony consists of only a few hundred bees the surviving workers
disperse. Social dynamics, and in particular pheromone concentration levels, break down once there are
too few bees. In Figure 24 (a), in which a disease-free colony collapses, a few thousand hive bees remain
when the number of foragers is zero. This is a biologically unrealistic amount for a colony to fail, and
suggests more realistic scenarios of CCD are when disease plays a role.
Model B explains the mechanisms by which a CCD hive appears abandoned by the workers. A social feedback loop is created where elevated forager death rates lead to high recruitment rates, that lead
to younger foragers, that in turn increase the forager death rate again. Our model suggests that in cases
of CCD, few dead bees are found in or around the hive as the workers have all left to attempt to forage.
In the final stages of a simulated colony’s life the foragers are all very young, and hence die on their
orientation or first foraging flights and do not return to the hive. The simulated collapses are rapid
enough that there are remaining food stores and brood. Model B indicates that anything which causes
the forager mortality rate to increase, particularly with an endemic infection involved, will cause social
breakdown and the colony’s death. This supports the theory that multiple factors cause the symptoms
of CCD.

Figure 27: The amount of stored food and the value of the AAOF in the first few days of the simulated
collapses. (a) corresponds to Figure 24, (b) corresponds to Figure 25 and (c) corresponds to Figure 26.
Initially stored food increases while sharp decreases in the AAOF values are observed. The decrease in
AAOF values predict the decline in food which occurs in Figures 24, 25 and 26.
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One option to monitor the health of a bee colony is to place the hive on scales. A drop in the average
weight of a colony indicates either food or population loss, which alerts a beekeeper to a colony under
stress. In all of the types of simulated collapses presented, a decrease in the AAOF is observed prior
to the decrease in food or population, shown in Figure 27. The decline in AAOF values indicate the
colonies are under stress, while a beekeeper who observes the hive weights alone will believe the colonies
are healthy. If the AAOF could be measured in apiaries, it would provide an earlier indicator of an
imminent colony failure than a decrease in the weight of the hive. These extra few weeks of warning will
give apiarists valuable time to intervene before a colony’s situation becomes severe. It would also provide
a convenient way to check the health of the forager population. Model B suggests that AAOF values
below 15 days indicate a colony under stress; values below 10 days indicate a colony failure is imminent.
We hope that this can serve as stimulus for biological research into how to determine the age of a bee,
either via dissection or the sampling of pheromones.
5.3.3

Forager Mortality and Infection

We confirm that large forager death rates can prevent infection in Model B in the same way as in Model A.
N. ceranae infection increases the mortality of infected foragers, and implicitly increases the mortality of
susceptible foragers via a reduction in the AAOF. External factors that impact the mortality of foragers
are modelled through increases in the parameter ms . In Figure 28, plots of a minor infection with
βH = 0.03 for three different values of the susceptible forager death rate scaling factor ms are shown.
Infected forager mortality is increased as well, given by mi = 2ms . Reasonable increases in ms reduce the
severity of infection and can prevent the occurrence of an epidemic entirely for low disease transmission
values.

Figure 28: Time traces of an infection introduced by 10 infected foragers with βH = βF = 0.03, βE =
βH /20000. In (a) the forager death rate scaling parameters ms and mi are their standard values. In
(b) ms = 1.2 and mi = 2ms . In (c) ms = 1.5 and mi = 2ms . The number of bees is shown on the far
left-hand axis for each graph, and the amount of stored food on the far right-hand axis.
The principle of infection removal in a model with age-dependence remains the same as in Model A.
Colonies whose foragers are under stress from external sources are smaller in size and more resistant to
N. ceranae infection. This suggests that a treatment for N. ceranae-infected colonies is to increase the
mortality rate of the entire foraging force. The increase in mortality needs to be large enough to remove
the infected bees but small enough that the colony does not collapse.
There is a trade-off between a bee colony’s epidemiological health and its general health. The effect
of the forager death rates on infection dynamics can be seen in Figure 29. For a given value of the
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disease transmission coefficients, fewer bees are infected at steady state when the forager mortality rates
are increased. But the AAOF is decreased at the same time, seen in Figure 29 (b), which leads to a
less infected colony with a younger foraging force. The plotted lines stop at the value of βH that results
in the simulated colony’s death. N. ceranae is able to thrive best in strong colonies with normal social
dynamics.

Figure 29: In (a) the percentage of adult workers infected at equilibrium is plotted against the transmission
parameter βH , with βF = βH and βE = βH /20000, for different values of the susceptible forager mortality
parameter ms . In (b) the AAOF at equilibrium is plotted against βH . The red and yellow lines end at
the value of βH where a colony will collapse.
5.3.4

Infection Dynamics

The infected bee recruitment rate parameter ψi allows the AAOF of infected bees to vary from the
susceptible AAOF. This models precocious foraging induced by N. ceranae infection, and increases the
mortality of the younger infected foragers. Both infected hive bees and infected foragers therefore have
shorter compartment lifespans, which allows less time for disease transmission and reduces the severity
of an epidemic. The parameter ψi ≥ 1 determines the increase in the infected recruitment rate over
the susceptible recruitment rate. The difference between the susceptible and infected AAOF grows as
ψi increases, which can be seen in Figure 30. The precociously foraging infected bees become younger,
while the susceptible bees become older as the infection severity decreases. When ψi = 2, the AAOF for
infected bees is below 10 days but the colony does not collapse. Only 18% of total workers and only 14%
of foragers are infected. The colony’s overall foraging effectiveness is still high enough to maintain a food
surplus.
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Figure 30: The susceptible and infected average
age at onset of foraging, and the percentage of
workers infected, are plotted against the infected
recruitment rate parameter ψi for an endemic
steady state given by βH = 0.05, βF = βH and
βE = βH /20000.

Figure 31: A time trace of the infection rates as
an epidemic occurs with βH = βF = 0.05, βE =
βH /20000. The red and cyan lines added together
give the total infection rate. The dotted blue and
dotted orange lines added together give the same
total infection rate.

In Figure 31 a comparison of the infection rates through the different transmission routes is displayed,
as ten infected foragers are introduced into a healthy colony with βH = 0.05. The red and cyan lines
plot the infection rates of susceptible hive bees from infected hive bees and from infected foragers respectively. Their values show that the infection is driven by the infected hive bees, which are responsible for
almost three quarters of transmissions. Infected hive bees deposit more spores on the comb than infected
foragers, and have longer compartment lifespans which allow more time to spread the disease.
The rate of infections from trophallaxis and from cleaning transmissions are also plotted. Slightly more
bees are infected via cleaning than trophallaxis during the outbreak phase of the epidemic, but this trend
reverses at the endemic steady state. This supports the findings from Figure 11 and Figure 12 in Model
A that spores on the comb spread N. ceranae quickly initially, but the rate of trophallaxis transmissions
has a greater impact on long-term disease severity. The cleaning infection rate qualitatively follows the
rate of infected to susceptible hive bee transmission, which suggests that the high proportion of infected
hive bees during the outbreak phase is responsible for the high cleaning infection rate.
The effects of both disease virulence and forager mortality on colony survival are shown in Figure 32.
For each value of the disease transmission parameter βH , the extent to which forager death rates must be
increased to induce a colony failure is plotted. When forager death rates are normal, no value of βH in the
typical range can induce collapse by an infection. When the forager death rates are close to double their
normal values, even a disease-free colony has declining food and will eventually collapse. The blue curve
gives the threshold parameter set for Model B that differentiates between colony survival and failure, and
relates N. ceranae infection virulence to other sources of forager stress.
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Figure 32: Contour plot of the time taken for a colony to collapse for different combinations of the disease
transmission parameter βH and the susceptible forager death rate ms . Other parameters are given by
βF = βH , βE = βH /20000 and mi = 2ms . Areas in white are where the colony does not collapse. All
colonies started with 16000 susceptible hive bees, 8000 susceptible foragers, 10 infected foragers, 2000
grams of food and no brood.

5.4

Discussion

The addition of food in Model B allows colony death due to stored food shortage to occur in simulations,
and the breakdown of the colony’s social structure is hastened by low stored food levels. The recruitment
of hive bees to foragers is increased and the survival rate of the brood is decreased. But the model
presented in [59], which included food and brood without age, shows that this is not enough to simulate
rapid colony failures on the same timescale as CCD hives. It is the addition of an age-dependence and
the linkage of forager performance to the AAOF which results in simulated colony failures over roughly
a month. This is double the time of some reported CCD cases [107], but is still rapid enough to be
compared with CCD. Since rapid failures can only be simulated with the addition of age, it is vital to
consider the age-dependence of a bee colony to realistically model how its social dynamics break down.
We observe in Model B that, in the final days of a colony’s life, large numbers of hive bees are recruited
but they all make low-quality foragers due to their young age. Many of the young hive bees die on their
orientation flights, and the survivors have a high foraging mortality. This hastens the depopulation of
the hive, and results in a rapid colony collapse with many of the symptoms of CCD.
The symptoms of CCD produced by Model B are rapid depopulation, a lack of dead bees inside the
hive, and both untended brood and leftover food inside an abandoned hive. The rapid depopulation is
driven by low stored food levels, and compounded by the poor performance of young foragers who are
unable to rectify the food decline. The lack of dead bees is due to the high rate of recruitment of hive bees
in a collapsing colony, who then die outside the hive on foraging flights. Simulations in Section 5.3.2 show
positive amounts of food and uncapped brood at the point of collapse. We define the point of collapse
as when there are zero foragers, and in simulations of collapses that involve disease there are only a few
hundred workers who remain. This corresponds to a biological colony failure, as such a low amount of
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bees is insufficient to sustain a colony. In simulations of colony collapse without disease, there are a few
thousand workers who remain when the number of foragers is zero, which is biologically unrealistic. This
suggests that either disease often plays a role in CCD, or that Model B is only suitable to model colony
failures which involve disease.
Model B is able to synthesise N. ceranae infection and honey bee social dynamics. Previous models
in the literature have dealt with social dynamics alone [59, 86] or combined them with simple infection
terms for N. ceranae [12, 87]. Our model is the only one to provide both complex social dynamics including an age-dependence with infection terms specific to N. ceranae transmission pathways. These provide
a comprehensive overview of the interplay between N. ceranae infection and social structure in both a
stable colony and a colony during collapse. The ratio of foragers to total workers, and the age of the
foragers, are reduced by N. ceranae infection which puts pressure on the food collection rate. An endemic
infection is driven by infected hive bees. Any factor that increases the recruitment rate of these bees to
foraging, which allows them less time to transmit the disease, will reduce the severity of infection and
potentially remove it from the colony. Model B provides more detail about the relative importance of
the trophallaxis and cleaning infection routes than current biological data. It suggests trophallaxis has
a greater impact on the equilibrium infection severity, but spores on the comb spread N. ceranae faster
during the initial phases of an epidemic.
The level of virulence of N. ceranae must be very high for the disease to be the sole cause of a colony
collapse in Model B. A more realistic scenario of a less virulent N. ceranae infection in combination with
another forager stressor results in a simulated collapse with CCD symptoms. This supports the view
that there are multiple factors which cause CCD [8], and suggests that where N. ceranae contributes to
CCD the disease does so in conjunction with other causes. The extent to which N. ceranae induces precocious foraging has a significant effect on the severity of infection. The rate of behavioural maturation
of infected bees has been quantified in only one experiment thus far [38], and more data to compare with
Model B would allow fine-tuning of the infected bee recruitment rate. The inability of N. ceranae to
kill colonies by itself may explain its global presence. The disease thrives best in colonies with normal
social dynamics, and its sublethal nature allows it to remain endemic to a colony and spread to other hives.
The average age at onset of foraging is a measure of the health of a colony’s foragers. Younger foragers are less effective fliers and have a higher mortality rate than older foragers [27, 38]. Model B shows
that there is a delay between a decrease in the effectiveness of the foragers and a decrease in the amount
of stored food in a colony. The measurement of the weight of a bee hive will therefore only provide a
delayed warning of a distressed colony. This delay is removed if one observes the value of the AAOF,
which is a more timely indicator of forager health than the amount of stored food. While there are many
causes of colony failures, we present a general metric for colony health that can predict when a colony’s
failure is imminent. There is no current method for the measurement of the AAOF in practice, but we
aim for this insight to serve as stimulus for further research to easily determine the age of a given worker
bee. A simple method to measure AAOF would provide bee keepers with real-time data on the health of
their colonies and give ample time for intervention when needed. Model B suggests that when the value
of AAOF is below 10 days a colony will fail without intervention.
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6

Model C: Discrete Simulation Disease Model

Model C is a discrete population model, in which both time and bee age are discrete. Time is measured
in integer units of days. The adult worker populations are split into discrete age cohorts, measured in
the number of days since eclosion. The brood are also split into discrete age cohorts, measured in the
number of days since the queen laid an egg. We explicitly consider eggs, larvae and pupae, in contrast
to Model B which considered eggs and larvae only. The amount of stored food per day is measured in
grams. The discrete age cohorts form the age distribution of the bees in a colony at time t. The age
distribution and amount of stored food is evolved forward one day at a time by the application of the
matrix D. Biological terms, infection terms and elements of Leslie matrices are contained within D.

6.1

Colony Structure

The adult worker populations considered in Model C are the same as in Model B: susceptible hive bees
denoted by Hs , susceptible foragers denoted by Fs , infected hive bees denoted by Hi and infected foragers
denoted by Fi . These compartments are split into age cohorts, rather than total numbers as in Model B.
(t)

We denoted the number of susceptible hive bees of age a at time t by Hs,a . The other adult worker
(t)
(t)
(t)
populations are denoted similarly by Fs,a , Hi,a and Fi,a . Both age a and time t are measured in discrete
units of days, and the value of a is the number of days since eclosion or emergence from pupa. The
biological average age at onset of foraging is assumed to be 21 days after eclosion [120]. The average
healthy forager lifespan used in Model A and Model B is roughly 7 days. Hence we assume that in the
summer no worker will live longer than 40 days from eclosion and set an upper limit on a of a = 40. Bees
in a winter cluster or when the hive is inactive can live for up to 3 months [120], but this thesis only
considers honey bee colonies in the summer.
We denote the number of worker brood items by B. In Model C the brood refers to both capped
(pupae) and uncapped (eggs and larvae) brood. We measure the age of brood as the number of days
(t)
since an egg is laid by the queen. The number of brood of age a at time t is denoted by Ba . We assume
that all of the brood progress at the average worker development times: a 3 day egg stage, a 6 day larval
(t)
stage, and a 12 day pupal stage. The maximum brood age before eclosion is therefore 21 days. B1 to
(t)
(t)
(t)
(t)
(t)
B3 represent eggs, B4 to B9 represent larvae and B10 to B21 represent pupae. The number of grams
of stored food at time t is denoted by f (t) . The colony dynamics without infection are similar to Model
B, and are shown in Figure 33.

Figure 33: The colony dynamics of Model C without infection. Eggs, larvae and pupae are considered
separately, and pupation is no longer instantaneous as in Model B.
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Each day the ages of all bees increase by one. Workers who are 40 days old die the next day. The rate
of recruitment of hive bees to foragers is reformulated to include an age dependency. The age-dependent
forager mortality function from Model B takes the average age at onset of foraging (AAOF) as an input.
We assume that the function is sufficiently insensitive to age that the use of the current age of a forager
(rather than the colony’s AAOF) as input is valid, and apply it in Model C.
The infection structure is the same as in Model B, with N. ceranae infection via trophallaxis and spores
on the comb. No age-dependency is added to the infection rates due to a lack of biological data. The full
compartmental structure of Model C is shown in Figure 34.

Figure 34: The compartmental structure of Model C with infection. Each class of adult bee is split into
40 discrete age cohorts. The brood are split into 21 discrete age cohorts. N. ceranae can be transmitted
from an infected bee of any age to a susceptible hive bee of any age.

6.2

Model Formulation

We begin with the formulation of the colony’s age distribution. An initial age distribution is evolved
forward in time one day by the application of the matrix D, which contains all model terms and whose
elements are functions of the populations at time t. We formulate a new age-dependent recruitment
rate guided by biological facts, and include susceptible and infected hive bee mortality rates based on
experimental data. The application of D can be expanded such that every bee age cohort has its own
equation, as well as an equation for the amount of stored food.

6.3

Colony Age Distribution

Let the age distributions of the worker populations and the brood at time t be given by the following
vectors:
(t)

(t)

(t)

B̄ (t) = (B1 , B2 , ..., B21 )T
H̄s(t) =
F̄s(t) =
(t)

=

(t)

=

H̄i
F̄i

(t)
(t)
(t)
(Hs,1 , Hs,2 , ..., Hs,40 )T
(t)
(t)
(t)
(Fs,1 , Fs,2 , ..., Fs,40 )T
(t)
(t)
(t)
(Hi,1 , Hi,2 , ..., Hi,40 )T
(t)
(t)
(t)
(Fi,1 , Fi,2 , ..., Fi,40 )T .
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(54)
(55)
(56)
(57)
(58)

The amount of stored food in the colony at time t is given by f (t) . The vector for the total age distribution
of the colony and the amount of stored food at time t is then given by


B̄ (t)
 (t) 
H̄s 


 F̄ (t) 
 s 
x(t) =  (t)  .
(59)
H̄i 


 F̄ (t) 
 i 
f (t)
The colony age distribution and stored food are evolved forward in time one day by the application of
the square matrix D. This matrix is dependent on the populations in x(t) , so we follow the notation of
Caswell [19] and write it as Dx such that
x(t+1) = Dx x(t) .

(60)

The recruitment rates, infection rates, mortality rates and all other biological terms are included as entries
in Dx , which has 182 rows and 182 columns.
6.3.1

Model Terms

Brood Survival
The survival of the brood is dependent on the survival rates of the three brood stages. The queen
lays L = 2000 eggs per day as in Model A and Model B. The eggs take three days to hatch into larvae
[120] and we assume that all hatch successfully, such that
(t)

B1 = L

(61)

(t)
B2
(t)
B3

(62)

=
=

(t−1)
B1
(t−1)
B2

(63)

for all times t if the colony starts with brood. In reality eggs can be cannibalised when stored food is
low, but we omit this in the model for simplicity. The eggs hatch into larvae which begin to consume
food and take 6 days to develop, the average worker larval development period [120]. We formulate a
function which determines the proportion of larvae that survive to pupation, based on the uncapped
brood survival function of Model B, as
P40
P40
(t)
(t)
(f (t) )2
j=1 Hs,j + 
j=1 Hi,j
(t) (t)
(t)
E(H̄s , H̄i , f ) = (t) 2
.
(64)
P
P
(f ) + b2 w + 40 H (t) +  40 H (t)
j=1 s,j
j=1 i,j
We set this value as the final proportion of larvae which remain alive at the end of the larval development
period. A geometric decrease is applied for intermediate brood survival rates, such that
(t)

(t−1)

(t−1)

Bj = Bj−1 E(H̄s(t−1) , H̄i

, f (t−1) )1/6
(t)

for j = 4, ..., 9.
(t)

(65)

(t)

At steady state, the final amount of larvae will be B9 = LE(H̄s , H̄i , f (t) ). We assume that once a
larvae has pupated at age 10, it will survive to emergence as an adult susceptible hive bee. Hence
(t)

(t−1)

Bj = Bj−1
(t)
Hs,1

=

for j = 10, ..., 21

(t−1)
B21 .

(66)
(67)
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Hive Bee Survival
Model A and Model B do not include a mortality rate of hive bees. In Model C this assumption is
removed based on data by Goblirsch et al. [38]. In Figure 1 of their paper, they present the cumulative
survival rates of control caged bees, and the cumulative survival rates of caged bees infected with N.
ceranae. We convert their data to daily survival rates, then fit quadratic estimates via least squares
regression to remove noise. This produces daily age-dependent survival rates for susceptible and infected
hive bees, if we assume caged bees are a suitable proxy for hive bees. The fitted quadratic functions for
susceptible hive bee survival S(a) and infected hive bee survival Si (a) are
(
1
for a = 8, 9, ..., 13
S(a) =
(68)
2
−0.00057a + 0.01145a + 0.94679 otherwise
Si (a) = −0.00037a2 + 0.003173a + 0.97628.

(69)

The functions are restricted to have a maximum value of one. In Figure 35 these functions are plotted
together with the data extricated from [38]. The functions are implemented such that only a proportion
(t)
(t−1)
S(n) of susceptible hive bees aged n days old will survive to age n + 1, so for example, Hs,3 = S(2)Hs,2 .

Figure 35: The experimental and fitted daily survival rates for (a) susceptible hive bees and (b) infected
hive bees. The blue lines plot the daily survival rate calculated from cumulative survival rate data in
[38], and the orange lines plot the quadratic least squares fit of the data.
The data from [38] only extends to bees 27 days old, whereas the maximum age of adult bees in the
model in 40 days. In the absence of further data we assume that the fitted functions hold for a > 27. In
simulations and experimental data [86], a majority of hive bees are recruited to foraging before reaching
30 days old in a healthy colony. In simulated infected colonies, hive bees are recruited at younger ages
than in a healthy colony.
Recruitment Function
The recruitment function in Model B is dependent on the ratio of foragers to total adult workers (“forager
ratio”) and the amount of stored food. For Model C we formulate a new recruitment function that is also
dependent on hive bee age, such that hive bees of different ages have different probabilities of recruitment.
The average age of recruitment to become a forager is 21 days old [120], and we use the minimum age of
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recruitment of 2 days from Model B. Older bees have a greater likelihood of recruitment than younger
bees, so we choose the logistic growth form of age-dependency for our recruitment function:
1
for 2 ≤ a ≤ 39.
(70)
R(a) =
−θ(a−γ−1))
1+e
Hive bees of age 40 will die on the next time step, so have no recruitment function. The function R(n)
represents the probability that an n day old hive bee will become an n+1 day old forager at the next time
(t)
(t−1)
step, such that, for example, Fs,3 = R(2)Hs,2 . The parameter θ controls how quickly R(a) increases
from zero to one, and the parameter γ shifts the logistic function horizontally. Let the forager ratio at
time t be given by
P40
(t)
(t)
j=1 (Fs,j + Fi,j )
(t)
FR = P
.
(71)
(t)
(t)
(t)
(t)
40
j=1 (Hs,j + Hi,j + Fs,j + Fi,j )
(t)

We make θ and γ dependent on FR , and also make γ dependent on the amount of stored food f (t) . The
effect of precocious foraging induced by N. ceranae will be modelled by a parameter γi , such that
1
for 2 ≤ a ≤ 39
(72)
Ri (a) =
−θ(a−γ
i −1))
1+e
(t)

θ = θ(FR )
γ=
γi =

(73)

(t)
γ(FR , f (t) )
(t)
γi (FR , f (t) ).

(74)
(75)

The dependency of β, γ and γi on the forager ratio is determined by quadratic interpolation through
three points chosen to allow comparison with Model B. We will show that for given values of θ, γ and
γi the average age at onset of foraging in Model C can be calculated and compared with the AAOF in
Model B for a similar colony.
(t)

When FR = 0, there are no foragers and food collection will be zero. We choose values of θ and
γ = γi such that the AAOF is 9.49 days in this case. This is approximately the value of the AAOF in
Model B when a colony is about to collapse due to insufficient food collection.
(t)

When FR = 1/3 there is a healthy amount of foragers. A healthy colony at the DFE in Model B
has an AAOF of 18.2 days. The values of θ and γ chosen in Model C result in a comparable susceptible
AAOF of 17.54 days. The infected AAOF is lower to account for precocious foraging induced by N.
ceranae infection.
(t)

When FR = 1 all adult workers are foragers. Model B is not valid for this ratio, as it would result
in negative recruitment and forager reversion. We therefore choose values of θ, γ and γi such that a
majority of susceptible foragers are older than 21 days but the behavioural maturation rate of infected
bees still faster than susceptible bees.
The three points and their calculated susceptible and infected AAOF values are shown in Table 4.
(t)

FR
0
1/3
1

θ
0.6
0.4
0.25

γ
10
20
30

γi
10
18
24

Susceptible AAOF
9.49
17.54
23.46

Infected AAOF
9.49
15.56
17.62
(t)

Table 4: The three points chosen to determine the dependency of θ, γ and γi on the forager ratio FR .
The susceptible and infected AAOF values, calculated through a method described below, are also shown.
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The shapes of the recruitment functions R(a) and Ri (a) at these points are plotted in Figure 36. As the
forager ratio increases so does the effect of social inhibition, and hive bees will delay their recruitment
until they are older. In colonies where the forager ratio is zero, a young hive bee aged 10 days old has
a 50% probability of recruitment. The recruitment rates are only defined from a = 2 to a = 39, as the
minimum age of recruitment is two days and hive bees who are 40 days old will die on the next time step.

(t)

(t)

(t)

Figure 36: In (a) R(a) is plotted for FR = 0, FR = 1/3 and FR = 1 assuming there is plentiful stored
(t)
(t)
(t)
food. In (b) Ri (a) is plotted for FR = 0, FR = 1/3 and FR = 1 assuming there is plentiful stored food.
(t)

Quadratic interpolation through the three points in Table 4 leads to quadratic expressions for θ(FR ),
(t)
(t)
γ(FR ) and γi (FR ). These expressions are not presented yet, as we will also formulate a food dependency
for γ and γi .
Age-dependent recruitment data is sparse, but we can compare the susceptible recruitment function
(t)
values at FR = 1/3, which describes a colony with normal demography, to data from Perry et al. [86].
For comparison the values given by R(a), which are conditional recruitment probabilities, must be converted to unconditional probabilities as follows. The unconditional probabilities can be used to calculate
the AAOF.
Let P (An ) be the probability of being recruited at age n, and P (Bn ) be the probability of not being
recruited at or before age n. Our recruitment function R(n) gives P (An |Bn−1 ), the probability of being
recruited at age n given the individual was not recruited at any earlier age. The unconditional probability
of being recruited at age n is given by the formula
P (An ) = P (Bn−1 ∩ An ) := P (Bn−1 )P (An |Bn−1 ),

(76)

while P (Bn−1 ) can be found by the fact that
P (Bj ) = P (Bj−1 )(1 − P (Aj |Bj−1 ))

(77)

and P (B1 ) = 1, since the minimum age of recruitment is 2 days. Hence
P (Bn−1 ) =

n−1
Y


1 − P (Ai |Bi−1 ) .

i=2
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(78)

(t)

Using these formulae, the values given by R(a) when FR = 1/3, P (An |Bn−1 ), are converted to unconditional probabilities, P (An ). These unconditional probabilities are shown in Figure 37. These represent
the age-dependent recruitment probabilities at the start of a hive bee’s life, or equivalently the distribution of the ages at onset of foraging (AOF). Figure 1-F in [86] plots this distribution for an experimental,
normal worker demography colony. Their graph has a peak at around 16 days and is right-skewed. The
AOF distribution in Figure 37 (b) has a slightly higher peak at 18 days, but is also right-skewed and
(t)
qualitatively matches Figure 1-F. We take this as evidence our point for a healthy colony with FR = 1/3
in Table 4 is well chosen.

(t)

Figure 37: In (a) the susceptible recruitment function R(a) is plotted with FR = 1/3. This results in the
age at onset of foraging distribution plotted in (b), represented by unconditional recruitment probabilities.
Graph (b) can be directly compared with experimental data in Figure 1-F from [86].
The discrete values of the AOF distribution in Figure 37 (b) add to one by definition. Hence the average
age at onset of foraging, AAOF, can be calculated through the sum
AAOF =

39
X

jP (Aj ).

(79)

j=2

This allows for the comparison with AAOF values from Model B which are used to justify the points
given in Table 4. There is insufficient age-dependent forager recruitment data in the literature to tune
our recruitment rate further.
The dependence of γ and γi on food is generated through the same food-dependent fraction as in the
recruitment function of Model B. When the amount of stored food is low, the recruitment functions are
shifted to the left and younger bees are recruited. The magnitude of the effect of low food is chosen
such that in the worst case scenario of no foragers and no food, even the youngest hive bees have a
non-negligible probability of recruitment. For example 50% of 3 day old hive bees will be recruited when
there are no foragers and no food.
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The shape parameters for the recruitment function are then given by
(t)

(t)

(t)

θ(FR ) = 0.375(FR )2 − 0.725FR + 0.6
(t)

(t)

(80)
b2

(t)

γ(FR , f (t) ) = −15(FR )2 + 35FR + 10 − 8

(81)

b2 + (f (t) )2
b2
(t)
(t)
(t)
γi (FR , f (t) ) = −15(FR )2 + 29FR + 10 − 8 2
.
b + (f (t) )2

(82)

We denote the recruitment functions by the shorthand notations of R(a) and Ri (a) rather than the full
(t)
(t)
(t)
(t)
(t)
(t)
notation of R(a, θ(FR ), γ(FR , f (t) ), γi (FR , f (t) )) and Ri (a, θ(FR ), γ(FR , f (t) ), γi (FR , f (t) )).
The recruitment functions are applied sequentially after the hive bee survival rate. That is, only a
proportion of hive bees S(n − 1) ‘survive’ being age n − 1. A proportion R(n − 1) of those surviving bees
are then recruited to become foragers age n days old.
Infection
Discrete forms of the infection terms from Model B are used to determine the infection rate. A susceptible hive bee of age n can receive N. ceranae from an infected hive bee or infected forager of any age.
We therefore define the quantity I (t) as
P40

I

(t)

=

t−1
j=1 Hi,j
βH P40
t−1
t−1
j=1 (Hs,j + Hi,j )

P40

t−1
j=1 Fi,j
t−1
t−1
j=1 (Fs,j + Fi,j )

+ βF P40

+ βE

40
X
j=1

t−1
Hi,j
+ρ

40
X


t−1
.
Fi,j

(83)

j=1

This quantity is multiplied by each susceptible hive bee age cohort to determine the infection rate, for
(t)
(t−1)
example Hi,2 = I (t−1) Hs,1 . There is not enough biological data to add age-dependence to infection
rates, but we will give insights into the age dynamics of N. ceranae from simulations of Model C.
The discrete nature of Model C means that biological terms must be applied sequentially. For example a
(t−1)
proportion S(n)Hs,n of n day old susceptible hive bees survive the time step. Then a proportion of the
(t−1)
(t)
surviving hive bees R(n)S(n)Hs,n are recruited to become foragers Fs,n+1 . Then a proportion of the
(t−1)

surviving hive bees that weren’t recruited I (t) (1 − R(n))S(n)Hs,n

(t)

become infected hive bees Hi,n+1 .

Forager Mortality
The age-dependent forager mortality term from Model B, formulated by [86], is applied to Model C.
Model B uses the AAOF metric for age, while Model C uses the current age of a forager cohort. Because
it does not change rapidly with age, we assume that the AAOF-dependent function approximates a function dependent on the current forager age. Since the minimum age at onset of foraging is 2 days, in this
discrete model the minimum age of foragers is 3 days old. Hence
M (a) =

(a − 2)4 + 3
(4.94 + 0.08a)(a − 2)4

for a ≥ 3.

(84)

The same scaling parameters from Model B are applied. A proportion ms M (n) of susceptible foragers
aged n days old will die on the next time step, and a proportion mi M (n) of infected foragers aged n days
old die on the next time step.
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Stored Food
The change in the amount of stored food f (t) is based on the differential equation for food in Model
B. The function for the average number of forager trips per day in Model B is dependent on the AAOF.
The magnitude of the function is sensitive to the value of AAOF, so we cannot use it to approximate
a function dependent on current forager age. Hence we remove age dependence from the forager food
collection rates and follow the approach of [59], and consider only the average amount of food collected
per forager per day, denoted by c.
The parameters γA , γB , η and  have the same interpretation as in Model B. Only brood in the larval stage consume food, and stored food from the previous time step carries over. Hence the amount of
food at time t is given by
f (t) = f (t−1) + c

40 
X

(t−1)

Fs,j

(t−1)

+ Fi,j



− γA

j=1

= γB

9
X

(t−1)

Bj

40 
X

(t−1)

Hs,j

(t−1)

+ Fs,j

(t−1)

+ η Hi,j
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+ Fi,j



−

j=1

.
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j=4

6.3.2

Model Equations

Each bee age cohort has its own equation which defines its dependence on the other age cohorts at the
previous time step. The equations for the brood cohorts at time t are
(t)

B1 = L

(86)

(t)

(t−1)

(87)

(t)

(t−1)

(88)

(t)

(t−1)

(t)

(t−1)

B2 = B1
B3 = B2

Bj = Bj−1 E(H̄s
Bj = Bj−1
(t)

(t)

(t)

(t−1)

, H̄i

(t−1)

, f (t−1) )1/6

for j = 4, ..., 9

(89)

for j = 10, ..., 21.

(90)

(t)

(t)

(t)

B1 to B3 represent the eggs, B4 to B9 represent the larval stage, and B10 to B21 represent the pupal
brood stage. We assume that the survival rates of the eggs and pupae are one, and that the queen always
(t−1)
(t−1) (t−1)
lays L eggs per day. The larvae have a survival rate determined by the function E(H̄s
, H̄i
,f
)
described in Section 6.3.1.
The equations for the susceptible hive bee cohorts at time t are
(t)

(t−1)

Hs,1 = B21
(t)

(91)
(t−1)

Hs,2 = S(1)(1 − I (t−1) )Hs,1

(92)

(t)

(t−1)

Hs,j = S(j − 1)(1 − R(j − 1))(1 − I (t−1) )Hs,j−1

for j = 3, ..., 40.

(93)

We maintain our assumption that N. ceranae does not infect the brood, so all brood on their final day of
pupation emerge as one day old susceptible hive bees. The survival rate S(a) is applied in the equations
(t−1)
(t)
for a = 2 onwards. Bees in cohort Hs,1 must survive and not be infected to move to age cohort Hs,2 .
Recruitment starts at the minimum age at onset of foraging, a = 2 days old. For example bees in cohort
(t−1)
(t)
Hs,2 must survive, not be infected and not be recruited to move to age cohort Hs,3 .
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The equations for the susceptible forager cohorts at time t are
(t)

Fs,1 = 0

(94)

(t)

Fs,2 = 0
(t)
Fs,3
(t)
Fs,j

=

(95)

(t−1)
R(2)S(2)Hs,2

= (1 − ms M (j −

(96)

(t−1)
1))Fs,j−1

+ R(j − 1)S(j −

(t−1)
1)Hs,j−1

for j = 4, ..., 40.

(97)

The minimum age of susceptible foragers is 3 days old, due to the minimum AAOF of a = 2 days old.
The recruitment function is applied sequentially after the survival function. For example, a proportion
(t−1)
(t)
R(2) of the surviving bees of cohort Hs,2 move to age cohort Fs,3 . The first term in equation (97)
determines the susceptible forager mortality rate, and the second term determines the recruitment rate
of susceptible hive bees who are one day younger.
The equations for the infected hive bee cohorts at time t are
(t)

Hi,1 = 0

(98)

(t)

(t−1)

Hi,2 = I (t−1) S(1)Hs,1

(99)

(t)

(t−1)

(t−1)

Hi,j = Si (j − 1)(1 − Ri (j − 1))Hi,j−1 + I (t−1) S(j − 1)(1 − R(j − 1))Hs,j−1

for j = 3, ..., 40. (100)

In equation (99) a proportion I (t−1) of the surviving one day old susceptible hive bees are infected, so the
minimum age of an infected hive bee is a = 2 days old. The first term in equation (100) is the number
of infected hive bees j − 1 days old that survived, determined by Si (a), and weren’t recruited on day
t − 1. Infection is applied after recruitment, hence the second term in equation (100) is the number of
susceptible hive bees j − 1 days old that survived, weren’t recruited and were infected on day t − 1.
The equations for the infected forager cohorts at time t are
(t)

Fi,1 = 0

(101)

(t)
Fi,2
(t)
Fi,3
(t)
Fi,j

(102)

=0
(t−1)

= Ri (2)Si (2)Hi,2

(103)
(t−1)

(t−1)

= (1 − mi M (j − 1))Fi,j−1 + Ri (j − 1)Si (j − 1)Hi,j−1

for j = 4, ..., 40.

(104)

The minimum age of infected foragers is 3 days old, the same as for susceptible foragers. A proportion
(t−1)
(t)
Ri (2) of the surviving bees of cohort Hi,2
are recruited into cohort Fi,3 . The first term in equation
(104) is the infected forager mortality rate determined by mi M (a). The second term is the number of
surviving infected hive bees aged one day younger who are recruited.
The equation for the amount of stored food at time t, f (t) , was given in equation (85).
The model equations are implemented by the matrix Dx as the appropriate coefficients. For exam(t)
(t)
(t)
(t)
ple, since x(t) = Dx x(t−1) and remembering that x(t) = [B̄ (t) , H̄s , F̄s , H̄i , F̄i , f (t) ]T , the number of
brood aged 3 days old at time t is given by the third row of Dx as


(t)
(t−1)
B3 = 0 1 0 ... 0 x(t−1) = B2
.
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(105)

The number of brood aged 5 days old at time t is given by the fifth row of Dx as
h
i
(t)
B5 = 0 0 0 E(H̄s(t−1) , H̄i(t−1) , f (t−1) )1/6 0 ... 0 x(t−1)
(t−1)

= E(H̄s(t−1) , H̄i

(t−1)

, f (t−1) )1/6 B4

.

(106)

The same principle applies for all other age cohorts and the amount of stored food at time t. Each cohort,
along with stored food, has a row in Dx which defines its dependence on the age cohorts and stored food
from the previous time step.
6.3.3

Parameter Values

Russell et al. [97] estimate that the average food collection rate per forager per day is 0.1 grams, based
on data by Harbo [40, 41]. We therefore take c = 0.1 grams. We formulated the dependence of the
recruitment rate parameters θ, γ and γi on the forager ratio and amount of stored food in Section 6.3.1.
The remaining parameters have the same interpretations and values as in Model B, and the interpretations
and values of all parameters are listed in Table 5. Table 6 lists the age-dependent functions used in Model
C.
Parameter
L
w

b
θ
γ
γi
βH
βF
βE
ρ
c
γA
γB
η
ms
mi

Interpretation
the egg laying rate of the queen
scaling parameter for the effect of hive bee numbers on larvae
survival
infected bee task efficiency factor compared to susceptible
bees
scaling parameter for the effect of low food on recruitment
and brood survival
shape parameter for the susceptible and infected recruitment
functions
shape parameter for the susceptible recruitment function
shape parameter for the infected recruitment function
transmission coefficient for infection via trophallaxis between hive bees
transmission coefficient for infection via trophallaxis between hive bees and foragers
transmission coefficient for infection via spores on the comb
proportion of time that foragers are active inside the hive
during summer
average amount of food collected per forager
average adult worker food consumption rate
average larvae food consumption rate
parameter for the increase in food consumption by infected
bees
scaling parameter for the mortality of susceptible foragers
scaling parameter for the mortality of infected foragers

Value
2 000 eggs/day

Ref.
[22]

5 000

[59]

0.8
500
Equation (80)
Equation (81)
Equation (82)
varies in analysis
βH
βH /20000
0.3
0.1 grams/day
0.007 grams/day
0.018 grams/day

[59]
[59]
[59]

1.2

[74]

1.0
2.0

[38]
[38]

Table 5: List of parameter interpretations, values and references for Model C.
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[59]

Function
Susceptible Hive Bee Survival Function

Infected Hive Bee Survival Function
Susceptible Bee Recruitment Function
Infected Bee Recruitment Function
Forager Mortality Function

Expression



1
S(a) =



−0.00057a2 + 0.01145a + 0.94679
Si (a) = −0.00037a2 + 0.003173a + 0.97628
1
for 2 ≤ a ≤ 39
R(a) =
−θ(a−γ−1))
1+e
1
for 2 ≤ a ≤ 39
Ri (a) =
−θ(a−γ
i −1))
1+e
(a − 2)4 + 3
for a ≥ 3
M (a) =
(4.94 + 0.08a)(a − 2)4

Table 6: List of age-dependent functions used in Model C.
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for a = 8, 9, ..., 13
otherwise

6.4

Numerical Results

Simulations of Model C were calculated using MATLAB. The matrix Dx is formulated for a given
initial population age distribution and amount of stored food. Some terms in Dx depend on the initial
distribution and initial amount of stored food. Matrix multiplication of the matrix Dx on the initial
condition vector results in the new age distribution and amount of stored food one time step later. These
calculations can be completed much more quickly than simulations in Model B.
6.4.1

Disease-Free Equilibrium

We first simulate the model without infection to compare the equilibrium to the DFE of Model B, which
was shown in Figure 22 (a). The same initial condition of 16 000 susceptible hive bees, 8 000 susceptible
foragers, 2 kilograms of stored food, 2 000 eggs and no larvae or pupae is used for accurate comparison.
The hive bees are equally distributed with 400 bees in each age cohort from a = 1 to a = 40. The foragers
are also equally distributed with 210 bees in each age cohort from a = 3 to a = 40. The eggs are treated
(0)
as just laid by the queen, i.e. B1 = 2000. The result of a simulation up to t = 500 days is shown in
Figure 38.

Figure 38: In (a) the colony moves from the initial conditions to a disease-free equilibrium. The amount
of larvae is shown in the place of the total number of brood, as only the larvae consume food and have a
mortality rate. In (b) the age distribution of the workers and brood at t = 500 is plotted.
In Figure 38 (a) we plot only the number of larvae rather than the total number of brood. Eggs and
pupae do not consume food, and have no mortality rates. The number of larvae is more relevant to a
colony’s health as all must be sufficiently fed and tended to by the hive bees for the next generation of
bees to be reared. This is also consistent with Model B, which only measures the number of uncapped
brood that consume food. In Model B the eggs also implicitly consumed food, as we did not differentiate
between eggs and larvae.
The lack of brood at t = 0, apart from 2 000 eggs, results in jagged points around t = 15 on the
magenta line in Figure 38 (a). These points represent where the first eggs start to hatch into larvae,
and where the first generation of larvae begin to pupate. There is a 21 day lag before the first eggs
develop into new susceptible hive bees, which results in a large drop in adult worker numbers in the first
21 days. These initial transient dynamics are not seen in the DFE simulation of Model B in Figure 22
(a). In Model B the pupation period is instantaneous, and there is a continuous rate of uncapped brood
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developing into hive bees. The initial distribution of brood has a strong effect on the transient behaviour
of populations in Model C.
Once there is a stable number of brood, the population numbers in Figure 38 (a) move towards their
steady state values. The amount of stored food decreases slightly around t = 40, due to a low number
of foragers, before it increases as the social dynamics stabilise. The number of susceptible hive bees at
the DFE is 24 021, lower than the number in Model B of 31 390. The number of susceptible foragers
at the DFE is also lower, with 8 830 in Model C and 11 036 in Model B. The inclusion of a hive bee
mortality rate likely contributes to this difference. The number of larvae in Model C is 30% lower than
the number of uncapped brood in Model B, but this discrepancy is due to the inclusion of eggs in the
brood compartment of Model B.
In Figure 38 (b) the age distribution of the adult workers and the brood at the DFE is displayed.
In this graph the brood include the eggs, larvae and pupae. The 100% survival rate of the eggs can be
seen by the horizontal magenta line from a = 1 to a = 3, with 2 000 eggs in each cohort. The larvae from
(t)
(t)
a = 4 to a = 9 suffer a mortality rate determined by the brood survival function E(H̄s , H̄i , f (t) ).
The horizontal magenta line from a = 10 to a = 21 represents the 100% survival rate of the pupae. The
number of pupae at a = 21 is equal to the number of susceptible hive bees at a = 1.
The shape of the blue susceptible hive bee curve is determined by their survival function S(a) and
the recruitment function R(a). Data from [38] showed high mortality rates in the first 5 days of an
uninfected hive bee’s adulthood, and this is seen in the initial drop in hive bee numbers from a = 1 to
a = 5. The number of susceptible hive bees in each cohort from a = 6 to a = 11 is relatively stable, until
the rate of recruitment increases. Large proportions of hive bees aged a = 12 and older are recruited each
day, and only a negligible number of hive bees have not been recruited by age a = 23. The distribution
shows that in a healthy colony a majority of hive bees are under 14 days old.
The age distribution of susceptible foragers appears healthy for a strong colony. There are a small
number of young foragers less than 15 days old, but the majority are more than 18 days old and so of a
healthy age. There is a peak around a = 21 days old, which is consistent with the known biology that
bees begin foraging roughly 3 weeks after eclosion [120]. The number of foragers in the older cohorts,
a ≥ 25, gradually decreases and there is a low number of 40 day old foragers who will die on the next
time step. The distribution is left-skewed so there are more foragers older than 21 days compared to
younger than 21 days.
The sensitivity of the DFE to the population parameters is shown in Figure 39. The DFE for each
value of the parameters was determined by simulating the same initial population used in Figure 38 for
1000 days. Similar to Model B, in a disease-free simulated colony food is typically plentiful in Model C
and the DFE is not sensitive to the food parameters c, γA , γB and b. The DFE is most sensitive to the
egg-laying rate of the queen L and the susceptible forager mortality rate ms . The scaling parameter w,
which determines the effect of hive bee numbers on uncapped brood survival, affects the overall size of
the colony.
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Figure 39: A numerical sensitivity analysis of the DFE of Model C to non-infection parameters. Each
parameter is varied from 10% below to 10% above its standard value in Table 5. The number of susceptible
hive bees, susceptible foragers and uncapped brood is plotted for each parameter.
6.4.2

Endemic Equilibrium

In Model C the occurrence of an epidemic is dependent on the initial number and age distribution of
infected bees. This contrasts to Model B, in which a single infected bee will always cause an epidemic if
the value of the transmission parameters is high enough. In Model C we first consider the introduction of
N. ceranae to a colony at the DFE when the transmission parameters are given by βH = 0.06, βF = βH
and βE = βH /20000. We assume that the disease is introduced by infected foragers from another colony
that are accepted as infected hive bees in the host colony. If the introduction is via 60 infected hive bees
who are all of the same age a = 20, an epidemic does not occur, but 60 infected hive bees aged a = 10
do cause an epidemic. Older infected hive bees will have less time to transmit the disease in the hive
before they are recruited to be foragers, and so require larger numbers to infect a colony. Hence at least
73 infected hive bees aged a = 20 are needed to begin an outbreak of N. ceranae infection.
In reality it is unlikely that bees who introduce N. ceranae to a new hive are all of the same age.
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In Figure 40 (a) an infection is introduced to a colony via 60 infected hive bees equally distributed from
ages a = 10 to a = 15. The infected bees survive long enough to spread the disease through the colony
and an endemic steady state is reached. The kinks in the number of larvae at t = 2 and the variable Hs
at t = 23 are due to the initial 2 kg of stored food, which is lower than the value of f at the DFE. It takes
roughly 300 days from the introduction of infected bees to reach the endemic steady state, comparable
with the speed of infection in Model B. In this simulation 30% of the adult workers are infected, which
leads to a reduction in the food surplus but f still tends to infinity. The number of larvae is relatively
insensitive to the infection levels of the adults, a result that was also observed in Model B. It is reduced
by a very small amount from the DFE to the endemic equilibrium. The initial age of the infected bees
is important. In this model 60 infected hive bees who are older, equally distributed from ages a = 20 to
a = 25, will not be able to begin an epidemic.

Figure 40: In (a) a colony at the DFE has N. ceranae introduced by 60 infected hive bees, equally
distributed from a = 10 to a = 15. The transmission parameters are given by βH = 0.06, βF = βH
and βE = βH /20000. The colony moves from the initial conditions to an equilibrium where the disease
remains endemic. The number of bees is plotted on the left-hand axis and the amount of stored food on
the right-hand axis. In (b) the age distribution of the workers and brood at t = 400 is plotted.
Figure 40 (b) shows the effects of infection on the age distribution of the colony. The number of susceptible hive bees in each cohort decreases much faster as a increases. Their numbers are reduced both
by infection and by recruitment. The number of infected hive bees increases with their age to a peak at
around a = 11 days old. For a > 11, the recruitment rate of the infected bees is faster than the infection
rate and the number of infected hive bees reduces. By a = 21 days there are negligible numbers of both
susceptible and infected hive bees. The peak in the number of infected hive bees around a = 11 days
old cannot be predicted in Model B nor determined easily by observation, and is an advantage of an age
structured model.
At the endemic equilibrium, 34% of the foragers are infected. Figure 40 (b) shows that the infected
foragers are much younger than the susceptible foragers. Their age distribution has a peak at a = 17
days, and there are very few infected foragers older than a = 30 days. The susceptible foragers are also
younger when the infection is endemic, with a peak at a = 19 days rather than a = 21 for a colony at
the DFE. This shows that N. ceranae affects bees at both the individual and colony levels. Individual
infected bees precociously forage due to the symptoms of hunger and increased metabolic activity. The
ratio of foragers to total workers is made smaller by the high mortality rates of infected foragers, which
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decreases the effect of social inhibition for all bees. Hence the recruitment rate of uninfected bees is
increased as well, and the susceptible bees precociously forage along with the infected bees.
An advantage of Model C is that we can see who infects whom, or which infected bee age cohorts
infect which susceptible hive bee age cohorts. Figure 41 shows results from the endemic steady state at
t = 400 in Figure 40. The transmission rates from each infected hive bee cohort to each susceptible hive
bee cohort are plotted as contours in Figure 41 (a). The transmission rates from infected forager cohorts
to susceptible hive bee cohorts are plotted in Figure 41 (b). The rates are determined by the calculation
of each infected cohort’s contribution to the infection term I (t) , which is then multiplied by the respective
(t)
(t)
value of the susceptible hive bee cohorts at t = 400. For example, the transmission rate of Hi,10 to Hs,5
is given by
(t)

(t)
I(Hi,10

to

(t)
Hs,5 )(t)



= βH P

Hi,10

(t)
40
j=1 (Hs,j

(t)

+ Hi,j )


(t)
(t)
+ βE Hi,10 Hs,5

where t = 400

(107)

(400)

(400)

Figure 41: In (a) the transmission rates at the endemic steady state from cohorts Hi,n to cohorts Hs,n
are plotted, for n = 1 to n = 20. In (b) the transmission rates at the endemic steady state from cohorts
(400)
(400)
Fi,m to cohorts Hs,n are plotted, for m = 5 to m = 30 and n = 1 to n = 20.
In Figure 41 (a) the greatest number of transmissions occur from infected hive bees between a = 6 and
a = 15 days old to susceptible hive bees younger than a = 5 days. This relationship closely follows the
age distributions of hive bees in Figure 40 (b). The largest number of infected hive bees are clustered
around 11 days old, and the largest number of susceptible bees occurs at a = 1. The plot in Figure 41 (a)
highlights the result that the greatest rate of transmission of N. ceranae occurs from middle-aged infected
hive bees to recently emerged susceptible hive bees. This insight may assist biologists and apiarists in the
development of specific management strategies for N. ceranae infection. For example the age polyethism
of honey bees may minimise the contact between middle-aged hive bees and juveniles, and thus reduce
the transmission rate of N. ceranae within the colony.
In Figure 41 (b) the greatest number of transmissions originate from infected foragers around a = 17 days,
and closely follows the age distribution of infected foragers from Figure 40 (b). Again the transmissions
are primarily to recently emerged susceptible hive bees younger than a = 5 days. A future extension to
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the model would be to introduce age-dependency to the infection rates via age polyethism. For example
hive bees aged 15-20 days old are more likely to store and pack pollen into cells, and therefore receive material via trophallaxis from foragers [120]. These bees are more exposed to infection via trophallaxis from
infected foragers than younger hive bees. We omit this addition in Model C due to a lack of biological
data on how and to what extent the transmission rates would be altered. The rate of transmission from
infected foragers is lower than the rate from infected hive bees, as seen in the color bar axes in Figure 41.
6.4.3

Colony Failure due to Infection

We first examine the effects of a severe infection that decreases stored food but does not result in the
collapse of the simulated colony. In Figure 42 (a) 60 infected hive bees, equally distributed from ages
a = 10 to a = 15, are introduced to a disease-free colony. The colony starts with 2 000 grams of food and
the transmission parameters are given by βH = 0.1, βF = βH and βE = βH /20000. These transmission
rates are higher than in previous simulations and results in a more severe infection. The speed of the
outbreak in Figure 42 is much faster than in Figure 40, and by t = 200 the bee populations are stable
but f is decreasing. At t = 550 days the amount of stored food is low enough to affect the survival of the
larvae, and the population numbers drop. But a new steady state is reached with a low amount of food,
and the small colony survives.

Figure 42: In (a) a colony at the DFE has N. ceranae introduced by 60 infected hive bees, equally
distributed from a = 10 to a = 15. The transmission parameters are given by βH = 0.1, βF = βH and
βE = βH /20000. The colony tends to an equilibrium with low food where the disease remains endemic.
The number of bees is plotted on the left-hand axis and the amount of stored food on the right-hand
axis. In (b) the age distribution of the workers and brood at t = 1000 is plotted.
At t = 150 in Figure 42 (a) the amount of stored food appears to tend towards zero and the collapse
of the colony seems imminent, but f stabilises to an equilibrium value. This type of behaviour is also
observed in the model in [59], where stored food can have a small equilibrium. It is unlikely that this
behaviour is biologically realistic, where a colony with a large food deficit will adjust to a stable stored
food amount of less than one kilo. This may indicate that the recruitment functions require adjustment,
as Model B did not exhibit this phenomenon.
Figure 42 (b) shows the age distribution of Figure 42 (a) at t = 1000. The majority of foragers are
infected, which also occurs in Model B for a severe infection. The peak in the distribution of infected
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foragers is at a = 15 days with an AAOF of 11.5 days. The peak in the distribution of susceptible foragers
is at a = 16 days with an AAOF of 12.8 days. The survival of the colony is consistent with Model B,
in which a colony failure was only observed if the AAOF decreased below approximately 10 days. The
infected hive bees are slightly younger than for the minor infection in Figure 40 (b), but the shape of
their distribution remains similar. The number of susceptible hive bees decreases rapidly with their age
due to the high rates of infection and recruitment.
Model C can simulate colony failures for higher transmission values. In Figure 43 (a) 60 infected hive
bees, equally distributed from a = 10 to a = 15, are introduced to a disease-free colony with 2 000 grams
of food. The disease transmission parameters are given by βH = 0.14. The infection is severe enough
that from t = 50 to t = 260 food declines sharply, but the rate of decline slows for t > 260. Rather
than tending to an equilibrium as in Figure 42 (a), the amount of stored food and the bee population
numbers tend to zero and the colony fails at t = 420. The decline in f drives the slow reduction in the
bee population numbers as brood survival falls and the rate of recruitment increases. The populations
travel from an apparent endemic steady state to zero over roughly 180 days, far longer than the timescale
of CCD cases. The cause of this long period of collapse may be the age distribution of the foragers.

Figure 43: In (a) a colony at the DFE has N. ceranae introduced by 60 infected hive bees, equally
distributed from a = 10 to a = 15. The transmission parameters are given by βH = 0.14, βF = βH and
βE = βH /20000. Stored food f decreases to zero and the colony collapses. The number of bees is plotted
on the left-hand axis and the amount of stored food on the right-hand axis. In (b) the age distribution
of the workers and brood at t = 320 is plotted.
In Figure 43 (b) the age distribution of the colony in Figure 43 (a) at t = 320 is shown to understand the
dynamics of the colony when food is very low. The hive bees are all less than 15 days old due to the low
age of recruitment, and almost all foragers are infected. The majority of susceptible hive bees become
infected before they reach recruitment age. This effect is not captured in Model B, as a proportion of
susceptible hive bees in Model B are recruited to foraging regardless of their individual age. The AAOF
for the small number of susceptible foragers is 11.4 days and the AAOF for the infected foragers is 10.1
days. This is consistent with the AAOF of simulated colonies in Model B prior to collapse. But the
susceptible and infected AAOFs at t = 200, when food is declining, are 13.9 and 12.9 days respectively.
In Model B food did not begin to decline until the AAOF was near or below 10 days. The number of
newly capped pupae at a = 10 is lower than the number of older pupae at a = 21 due to the reduction
in the larvae survival rate.
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When low food impacts brood survival, the colony adjusts to a smaller adult bee population which
reduces the food consumption rate. For 300 < t < 400 the foragers perform well enough to slow the rate
of food decline which leads to a slow colony death. The performance of the primarily infected foragers
for t > 300 is relatively stronger than the performance of foragers in Model B during a colony collapse.
This is due to the distribution of ages of foragers in Model C. When the simulated colony has low food,
some foragers are very young with a higher mortality rate but some are older and survive to collect food
for a relatively long time. In Model B, when a colony was under stress each class of forager was treated
as a single young age cohort with a high mortality rate. To produce rapid colony collapse simulations
in Model C, the age-dependent forager mortality rate which was approximated from Model B may need
adjustment.

6.5

Discussion

Model C is a numerically efficient discrete honey bee social dynamics model that provides insights into
the age distribution of bee colonies that cannot be gained from ordinary differential equations. There
exist other discrete simulation honey bee models in the literature such as BEEHAVE and Bee++ [10, 11],
but these models tend to focus on the foraging behaviour of the colony. For example both BEEHAVE and
Bee++ incorporate agent-based landscape foraging models, as well as weather and seasonal conditions.
Model C forgoes a complex foraging model to focus on the social and disease dynamics of the simulated
colony. Betti et al.’s disease model [13] incorporates bee age through a system of PDEs. But their model
has not yet produced age distributions of hive or forager bees for comparison with Model C.
The results of Model C for colonies at DFE and endemic equilibrium are consistent with Models A
and B. New insights are gained by the ability to produce colony age distributions at equilibrium. The
distribution of foragers at DFE is left-skewed, which leads to a small number of relatively old foragers
whilst the majority of foragersr are around 21 days old. N. ceranae infection results in young infected
foragers and reduces the age of susceptible foragers compared to the DFE, consistent with Model B. The
majority of infected hive bees are clustered around 10 days old, and the most common disease transmissions are from 10 day old infected hive bees to recently emerged susceptible hive bees. In simulations of
colonies under extreme stress, we find the same steady state as [59] in which a small colony survives with
a low amount of stored food. Colony failures in Model C are not as rapid as in Model B.
The slow colony failures simulated in Model C are due to the distribution of forager ages, which allows older foragers to slow the decline in food even when most foragers die at young ages. This behaviour
was not captured in Model B, in which the foragers were all treated as young with the same high mortality
rate. There is a discrepancy between the timescale of biological CCD cases, which occur in as little as
two weeks, and the timescale of colony failures in Model C, which occur over more than 150 days. This
discrepancy suggests that the effects of food shortages are not severe enough in Model C, and in particular
that the age distribution of the foragers when the simulated colony is under stress should be younger. A
future modification to the model is to reformulate the age-dependent forager mortality function, guided
by biological data, to produce more rapid colony failures for a highly stressed colony.
The visualisation of the who infects who matrices in Model C are unique contributions to N. ceranae
mathematical modelling literature. The model suggests that the most frequent transmissions of N. ceranae are from infected hive bees between 8 and 13 days old and infected foragers between 16 and 19 days
old to newly emerged susceptible hive bees. In Model C we assume that all hive bee age cohorts interact
with other hive bee age cohorts equally. A future avenue of exploration is to add age polyethism, the
age-structured tasks of hive bees, to the model. This would increase or decrease the average amount of
contact that different hive bee age cohorts have with each other, and may change the who infects who
infection dynamics.
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7

Discussion

N. ceranae is a widespread endemic disease to honey bees that, due to its recent discovery, remains understudied compared to other honey bee diseases such as N.apis and the Varroa mite. The three models
presented in this thesis seek to understand how N. ceranae interacts with honey bee social dynamics, how
it remains endemic to a colony and how it can contribute to colony collapse disorder. The two differential
equation models presented, Model A and Model B, explore the evolution of a N. ceranae epidemic in
continuous time. Model A provides baseline population dynamics and an analytical foundation for the
extensions in Model B, which is more complex. Model B simulates a more realistic biological scenario in
which the amount of stored food in the hive is included, but has limitations in the extent to which it can
incorporate bee age. The age variable in Model B is only the average age at onset of foraging, and as
such the distribution of ages at onset of foraging for forager bees cannot be analysed. A McKendrick-von
Foerster type partial differential equation model, where age is a continuous variable, is being worked on
by Betti et al. [13]. In contrast Model C is a discrete simulation model, where age and time are evolved
forward in increments of one day. This simplifies the rates of growth and decay, but allows finer control
over input age-dependent functions and importantly allows the age distribution of the whole colony to be
analysed. Model B found that the contribution of N. ceranae to CCD, and indeed many of the symptoms
of CCD itself, are due to a distortion of a healthy colony’s social dynamics that causes the foraging force
to become much younger. Hence the focus of Model C was to analyse in greater detail the social and age
dynamics of a colony during a colony failure.
The increase in honey bee colony losses worldwide over the past twelve years is likely due to multiple factors [8]. Environmental factors such as pesticides and climate, a multitude of diseases such as N.
ceranae, N.apis, the Varroa mite and associated viruses the mite transmits, and the unnatural apiary
conditions of farmed and trucked commercial colonies could all play a role. This thesis analyses one
of these diseases, N. ceranae, and explores questions that remain about its role and presence in honey
bee colonies. The endemic steady states produced in the presented models help explain how the disease remained unnoticed in western honey bees for up to eighteen years, and why it was so effective in
becoming a worldwide endemic disease of honey bees. The analysis of infection dynamics describe how
the disease impacts colony health and how it interacts with honey bee social structure. The analysis of
simulated colony failures provide evidence as to whether N. ceranae can cause colony failures on its own,
how it could contribute to multi-factorial colony failures and whether the disease could contribute to the
symptoms of colony failures seen in cases of CCD. While the presence of CCD appears limited to North
America and its suspected role in the high colony losses of the past twelve years is diminished compared
to its first identification in 2006, the phenomenon remains poorly understood. The analysis of colony
failures caused by N. ceranae in this thesis serves a secondary purpose in helping to better understand
how the symptoms of CCD in failed colonies are produced.
The model of Khoury et al. [58] analyses the social structure of a honey bee colony by splitting the
adult population into hive bees and foragers, with a recruitment function determining the rate of transition of hive bees to foraging. Model A extends their work with the addition of two more compartments,
one for infected hive bees and one for infected foragers. Khoury et al.’s model analyses the social dynamics of a colony without external environmental complications, and likewise Model A seeks to understand
the baseline infection dynamics of N. ceranae. The model produces an analytical disease-free equilibrium,
and an equilibrium where the disease remains endemic to the simulated colony. The endemic equilibrium
shows that the disease reduces the colony size and that proportionally more hive bees are infected than
forager bees, which is a recurring result of the models in this thesis. The infected hive bees are the drivers
of endemic N. ceranae infection rather than the infected foragers. The disease alters the social structure
of a colony by reducing the proportion of foragers to total adults, but the magnitude of this effect is
dependent on the rate of recruitment of infected hive bees to infected foragers. Another recurring result
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of this thesis is that the severity of N. ceranae infection is heavily dependent on the infected recruitment
rate. N. ceranae cannot cause the failure of colonies in Model A unless they are small. This failure takes
the form of an exponential population decline over hundreds of days, and is not biologically realistic. The
R0 of the disease can be found in Model A, which suggests a mechanism for infection removal. When
the mortality rates of both susceptible and infected foragers in the model are increased, the R0 can be
decreased below one leading to the death of infected bees. But this death still occurs as an exponential
population decline, and the entire colony is much smaller and weaker during this process. Model A also
establishes that the severity of N. ceranae infection is not sensitive to the infected forager mortality rate.
Model A is useful for exploring endemic infections of colonies, and at a simplistic level the effects of
N. ceranae infection on the social structure of the colony. The model presents the baseline behaviour of
N. ceranae epidemics and allows us to tune the range of infection transmission parameters by comparing
numerical results to biological data. Model A also suggests an explanation for how N. ceranae was unnoticed for years according to archived bee sample dissections [20, 53]. The disease rarely causes colony
deaths in Model A unless the simulated colony is already small, most often becoming an endemic steady
state. The only easily identifiable symptom of endemic infection is a small drop in colony size. Combined with its lack of visible biological symptoms, a moderate endemic N. ceranae infection is difficult
to identify without the spot checking dissection of a sample of the workers. But Model A is unable to
simulate realistic colony failures. The failure of a small colony in Model A only occurs as a years long
exponential decline, and the model exhibits other unrealistic behaviour such as the colony surviving even
in the absence of foragers. Colony health needs to be linked to the performance of the foragers to explore
how the N. ceranae infected foragers could contribute to a colony failure. Hence in Model B we extend
the model of Perry et al. [86], in which stored food, brood and an age-dependence was added to the
original model of Khoury et al. [58, 59]. We make the additions of separate compartments for infected
hive bees and infected foragers, an infected recruitment rate and an infected age variable, and analyse
how the disease dynamics interact with the more complex and realistic social dynamics of the colony.
With the addition of food and brood, Model B shows that N. ceranae infection decreases the food
production rate of the colony, decreases the size of the adult worker population, causes hive bees to be
recruited to foraging at younger ages and decreases the forager to total workers ratio. The number of
brood is relatively insensitive to infection compared to the number of adults. Consistent with Model
A, N. ceranae can remain endemic for a wide range of infection transmission parameter values. Eighty
percent of adult workers can be infected and the endemic steady state is still stable. Model A and Model
B suggest that N. ceranae is an long-term endemic disease of honey bees that is difficult to remove,
but also a disease that rarely causes colony deaths on its own. The dynamics of endemic steady states
in Model B indicate that smaller colonies which produce honey at a slow rate may have a hidden N.
ceranae infection that is depressing their population and productivity. The same mechanism of infection
removal in Model A is also observed in Model B, but with another side effect. Increasing the mortality
of the foragers to remove infection reduces the population size and also results in a younger average
age at onset of foraging. This suggests a trade-off between a bee colony’s epidemiological health and
its general health. An infected colony that is subject to further stressors will see a reduction in the
proportion of adult bees who are infected, but see further reductions in colony size and have younger
foragers. This tradeoff is caused by the infected recruitment rate. When a simulated colony’s foragers
are under stress, increasing their mortality, the rate of recruitment of all hive bees to foraging increases.
N. ceranae infection is driven by the infected hive bees, hence when they are drawn out of the hive
at a faster rate the infection severity is decreased. The infected hive bees have a smaller amount of
time to transmit N. ceranae to other susceptible hive bees before they begin foraging. Once infected bees
begin foraging, their lifespans are short and they contribute less to spore build up on the comb of the hive.
N. ceranae infection has negative effects on the health of a colony, but conversely an unhealthy colony
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will have a less severe infection than a healthy colony for the same disease transmission parameter values.
The disease may have evolved to be able to infest honey bee colonies while having a minimal effect on
them, so that it can propagate without killing the host colony. N. ceranae can cause colony failures in
Model B, but only for very high disease transmission parameter values. It is possible but unlikely that N.
ceranae can be virulent to such an extent in reality. The most realistic colony failure simulated in Model
B is N. ceranae working in conjunction with another external stressor. This supports the multi-factorial
theory behind recent high colony losses and uses more realistic parameter values. We find a number of
insights into the dynamics of colony failures in Model B. Failures are driven by food decline, and hence
declining hive weight (if a hive is on scales) can provide early indication of an impending colony failure.
But a decline in AAOF occurs prior to the decline in food, and if the AAOF falls below 10 days a colony
failure is imminent. If a biological test could be devised to measure the average age of a colony’s foraging
force, it would provide a simple metric of the colony’s current health. Simulated failures in Model B
also exhibit some of the symptoms of CCD. The speed of collapse is rapid, occurring within a few weeks
similar to reported cases of CCD in the United States [107]. The AAOF drops to below five days, which
indicates almost all adult bees have left the colony in its final days to attempt to forage. This explains
the lack of adult bees or bee corpses found in collapsed hives in CCD cases. There are also small amounts
of leftover food in simulated colonies at the point of collapse, consistent with CCD cases. But this finding
must be qualified: Once a colony consists of only a few hundred bees normal social dynamics break down
due to low pheromone concentrations and Model B may not be valid.
Model B provides more detail on how N. ceranae interferes with the typical social structure of a hive,
and allows the analysis of realistic colony failures that exhibit symptoms of CCD. It is one of few models
in the literature that studies infection dynamics in combination with both food and an age-dependence.
N. ceranae infection can impact the size of a colony, the hive-forager composition of the adult worker
population, the food production rate and the age of the foragers. The model highlights that the age of
recruitment of hive bees to foraging plays a large role in determining colony health, since younger foragers
will have higher mortality. But the model can only analyse the average age at onset of foraging. For
analysis of the spread or distribution of foraging onset ages, Model C was formulated.
Model C shows the full age distribution of susceptible and infected bees, which shows that at the endemic
steady state transmissions are driven by infected hive bees aged around 10 days old. All workers emerge
as susceptible hive bees, so the proportion of younger hive bees who are infected is lower. This may
provide insights for N. ceranae treatment methods, since younger hive bees who are more likely to be
tending the brood will have lower rates of infection. The endemic equilibrium also shows that N. ceranae
causes infected foragers to be younger but also results in younger susceptible foragers as well. The high
mortality rate of the infected foragers lowers the forager ratio and hence social inhibition, which leads to
a higher rate of recruitment for all bees. These insights are only possible when the full age distribution
of bees can be analysed, but are also sensitive to the age-dependent recruitment function formulated in
the model. Further age-dependent recruitment data, which is rare in the biological literature, will be
useful to refine and validate the model. The form of the recruitment function in Model C is such that
the AAOF can be calculated, which assists in comparison with biological data. The dynamics of colony
failures in Model C produce results comparable to other models in the literature, such as the low food
steady state in Figure 42 which is similar to results from [59]. But the rapid colony failures of Model B
could not be produced, with the decline in bee population occurring over almost 200 days. This may be
due to the recruitment function not penalising low food levels harshly enough, or the forager mortality
rate. In Model C forager mortality is assumed to be dependent on forager age rather than forager age
at onset of foraging as in Model B. Model C allows a detailed examination of the social structure of a
colony with N. ceranae infection, but is hampered by a lack of suitable biological data. Refinements are
needed to simulate realistic colony failures and to compare these with colony failures in Model B. But the
behaviour of simulated stable colonies in Model C is reasonable. Simulations of endemic steady states
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qualitatively match endemic equilibria in Model A and Model B, and the steady state age distributions
are biologically realistic.
The three models presented in this thesis provide detailed insights into the effects of N. ceranae infection on a honey bee colony. They analyse the impact of an endemic infection on honey bee social
dynamics with increasing complexity. We find that N. ceranae can alter the age structure of colonies
to make the foraging force younger, which has detrimental effects on colony health and food collection.
This is caused by the infection reducing the ratio of foragers to total workers, which increases the rate of
recruitment of hive bees. As long as this imbalance of normal social dynamics is small the infected colony
will remain in a stable endemic steady state. If N. ceranae infection occurs at the same time as other
stressors the colony can rapidly collapse. The age of a colony’s foraging force is a predictor of colony
failures, and severe N. ceranae infection combined with other stressors can cause the failure of a colony
in the same timescale as CCD. Simulated colony failures also exhibit some symptoms of CCD such as
leftover food. The models in this thesis combine complex social dynamics with specific N. ceranae transmission pathway infection terms. Petric et al. [87] have presented a N. ceranae disease model with hive
and forager bees and a detailed infection mechanism, but don’t include food or an age-dependence. Betti
et al. [13] presented a partial differential equation disease model including hive bees, foragers, food and
age. But they use generalised mass action infection terms without considering the specific transmission
routes of N. ceranae. We believe that the models in this thesis make meaningful contributions to the
N. ceranae mathematical modelling literature, and provide new insights into the biological behaviour of
both endemic N. ceranae infections and infections that contribute to honey bee colony failures.
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